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About  

We, China Tech Blog (www.chinatechblog.org), are excited about Global Tech & 
Entrepreneurship. As an international community of curious thinkers, we jointly derive original 
insights into the state and future direction of innovation in China and make them accessible to 
non-Chinese speakers. 

 

Our community is operated by professionals working at China's leading technology companies; 
and current/previous students from Schwarzman Scholars at Tsinghua University, London 
Business School, and Fudan University. To achieve our goal, we leverage our unique access, on-
the-ground experience and different perspectives from within our community.  

 

Whether you are just a curious mind, doing your own startup or are engaged in a global business, 
through stories, analysis and opinion pieces we will make you more informed about the mind-
blowing developments in the Far East. 
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Foreword  
 

It goes without saying that 2020 has been a year different from what anyone had expected. After 
discovering the novel coronavirus in the Huanan Seafood wholesale market, Wuhan City went 
into full lockdown from January 23rd. The rest of China followed briefly after. Given almost two 
months under quarantine conditions, the overall situation across the country recovered 
significantly from March onwards and has largely been under control since then. 

 

As a result, the macro-environment turned out favorable for China. Indeed, China is set to be the 
only major economy to deliver GDP growth this year at around 2% compared to 2019. Despite an 
ongoing trade-war with the US and a global campaign against Huawei, China will also end the 
year with the highest share in exports to major economies ever (25%). Furthermore, foreign direct 
investment into China is expected to reach an all-time high this year. Meanwhile, the opening-up 
in areas such as financial markets continues. 

 

In light of the disruptive events, the past year has been a period of rapid development for Digital 
China, penetrating ever deeper into many verticals. For instance, e-commerce reached 25% (up 
from 20%) penetration of total retail market for the first time, according to the National Bureau of 
Statistics. As a result, the market cap of giants like Alibaba ($750b), Tencent ($700b), Meituan 
($220b), Pinduoduo ($170b) and JD.com ($140b) reached all-time highs. Furthermore, major 
next-generation Chinese Tech companies had their IPO this year, such as Beike (PropTech, 
$70b), Lufax (FinTech, $40b), Xpeng (Electric vehicles, $40b), JD Health (Digital Health, $30b) 
and Dada Nexus (O2O delivery platform, $12b), just to name a few. Yet, scandals like the Luckin 
Coffee accounting fraud also brought some degree of skepticism. So too, it was the year of 
homecomings, as companies like JD.com and NetEase picked Hong Kong for a secondary listing. 
Overall, in the record year for Chinese equity fund raisings (~$120b in total), there has been a 
major shift in Tech IPO destinations as - also due to the formation of Shanghai STAR board - 
many emerging companies picked Shanghai, Shenzhen and Hong Kong over options abroad. As a 
result, the majority of Chinese equity fund raisings happened in the Greater China region. Last, 
there were also more than 20 new unicorns created in China during 2020, bringing the total 
number to 230.  

 

We believe the standing of China´s tech giants overseas reached new highs this year as TikTok 
created the first consumer success story made in China since new mobility-venture Mobike 
(2017) and smartphone-maker Xiaomi (around 2015). Then there was also miHoYo´s role-
playing game Genshin Impact that became the second largest global mobile game launch in 
history. Furthermore, cornerstone events such as the announced and then canceled Ant Group 
IPO received extensive coverage abroad, showing a tougher regulatory environment for Big Tech.  
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2020 once again showed us the unbroken entrepreneurial spirit of Chinese founders, their ability 
to develop highly localized businesses and scale them into unicorns or even decacorns. In light of 
the events this year, we firmly remain bullish on two trends: 1) the superiority of digital business 
models over traditional counterparts, 2) the rising importance of China on the world stage as a 
source of inspiration and, at times, a competitive force.  

 

To us, none of this comes as a surprise. When setting up China Tech Blog in 2018, we were 
puzzled about the scarcity of readily available English resources on the rapid developments in 
China. Indeed, in the West businesses and individuals had little to no awareness about miraculous 
growth and innovation happening in China. This gap in reporting ultimately motivated us to start 
China Tech Blog. Since our launch that fall, we published over 50 analyses and interviews and 
have helped tens of thousands of blog readers and LinkedIn followers to dive into topics ranging 
from comprehensive industry reports to in-depth company drill-downs.  

 

We created this yearbook to give you an overview of our most important insights generated this 
year. You will find pieces on the developments in China's crucial technology verticals, milestones 
in big tech, and hot topics in China's entrepreneurship community. We hope you can take away 
some insights for your business or yourself. We firmly invite our interested readers to reach out to 
us for more detailed discussions. 

 

After all and more than ever, we remain committed to our mission of making the non-Chinese 
speaking world more informed about the rapid, impactful and inspiring developments in the Far 
East. 

 

The Editorial Board: 

 
 

 
 
 
Gian Marco Brizzolara 

 

 
Maximilian Schubert Alexander Kremer 

 

info@chinatechblog.org 
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Made in China 2025 - A Halftime Analysis 

By Maximilian Nadicksbernd 

 

Five years ago, China launched an ambitious plan to become a leading global technological 
superpower by 2049, the centennial of the founding of the Peoples' Republic of China. President 
Xi Jinping installed the strategy "Made in China 2025" (MIC25) as a national guideline for 
China's future. The strategic plan defines ten core industries, such as robotics, power equipment, 
and next-generation IT, in which China aims to achieve breakthroughs and create globally 
competitive companies. At its halftime, a series of articles appearing here, focusing on central 
elements of MIC2025, will take a closer look at how far this strategy has been carried out and 
what still needs to be done. 
 

China is currently at a critical juncture to achieve the ambitious developmental targets it has set 
itself for 2049. Despite its remarkable economic growth over the past decades, the People's 
Republic still faces significant challenges. With a current GDP per capita of around 10,000 USD, 
China is considered an upper-middle-income country according to the United Nations (UN) 
classification. Despite its remarkable success, China is still at risk of being caught in the middle-
income trap. Many developing countries before had lost their comparative advantage due to rising 
wages. These countries lost their ability to compete with advanced economies in productivity and 
innovation at this stage of development. 
 

 

Figure 1: Ten core industries set the basis for Made in China 2025. 
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Made in China 2025 
 

The "Made in China 2025" (MIC25) strategy released in May 2015 was designed to precisely 
overcome this challenge. The goal of this plan is to establish a robust national innovation system. 
The government is deploying effective industrial policy measures that continuously strive to 
improve capital allocation, policy coordination, and tech-related innovation. Ultimately, the 
Chinese government hopes to propel China through the middle-income trap and transform it into 
a globally competitive manufacturing superpower largely independent of foreign technology. 
 

MIC25 represents an industrial policy blueprint for building a world-class innovation system and 
achieving global dominance in critical technologies. MIC25's stated method is to pursue an 
innovation-driven, and talent-based approach that puts quality first promotes green development, 
and supports future-oriented and traditional industries. In practice, the strategy sets specific 
market share targets for Chinese companies. It defines strategic priorities (战略任务) and support 

mechanisms (战略支撑) that extend far beyond the ten core industries (see Figure 1). Using 
smart manufacturing as the backbone, the strategy strives to turn China into a global hub for high-
tech industries, absorbing and localizing entire value chains. 
 

The ten core industries of MIC25 are not all pursued with the same intensity (see Figure 2). 
Chinese companies from more traditional high-tech sectors like aerospace, machine tools, or 
software engineering face the challenge of catching up with foreign competitors. They do not 
prioritize the development of top-notch products and global leadership. They are content to 
overcome existing technology gaps by building up sufficient (as opposed to state-of-the-art) 
domestic expertise leveraging its large domestic market to emerge as a serious global competitor. 
One example is passenger jets' production: both the single-aisle C919 and wide-body CR929 are 
set to take market share from Airbus and Boeing. The Chinese state manufacturer Comac has 
commitments from 28 mostly Chinese buyers for 815 airplanes and will become increasingly 
active on the global market over the next ten years. 
 

 

Figure 2: MIC25 policy plans prioritize digital and emerging industries - reflected in number of 
national-level action and development plans. 
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In smart manufacturing, digitalization, and emerging technologies, China wants to leapfrog and 
leave its foreign competitors behind. Technology gaps in these fields are more fluid, and China 
sees the opportunity to assume a leading position right from the start. The tables have already 
started to turn. The government pushes the development of future technologies by providing 
financial support and by artificially increasing demand through, for instance, beneficial 
regulations or tax incentives to quickly turn ideas from niche industries into products that are 
suitable for mass consumption. China has forged ahead in fields such as next-generation IT 
(companies like Huawei and ZTE are set to play a significant role in deploying 5G networks), 
high-speed railways, and ultra-high voltage electricity transmissions. More than 530 smart 
manufacturing industrial parks have popped up in China. The major focus is the creation of the 
"Industrial Internet" enabled by the deployment of technologies like AI/robotics (47 percent), big 
data (32 percent), and cloud computing (20 percent). 
 

Recently, green manufacturing was given particular emphasis in policy documents, underpinning 
President Xi Jinping's vision of creating an "ecological civilization" that thrives on sustainable 
development. China boasts a strong position in areas such as new energy and intelligent energy-
saving vehicles. The electric vehicle (EV) battery market is a powerful example of how quickly 
such dynamics may unfold, and global value chains are absorbed. In 2017, seven of the top ten 
EV battery companies were Chinese, accounting for 53 percent of the global market share. The 
expansion of China's battery manufacturing capacities is in the pipeline and could amount to three 
times planned in the rest of the world. 
 

However, the comprehensive and adaptive nature of MIC25 makes it inherently difficult to 
evaluate the strategy's efficiency and success as a whole. The dependency on foreign core 
components is still a significant bottleneck for China's national tech ambitions. Its industry has 
considerable weaknesses in mastering foundational technologies essential for developing an 
advanced high-tech sector in certain areas, especially for the digital economy. This vulnerability 
is most evident in new materials, semiconductors, and components for advanced machinery and 
machine tools. Chinese tech firms had already experienced considerable difficulties when they 
were cut off from access to chips or other high-tech components from abroad, as illustrated by the 
US trade measures against companies like ZTE and Huawei. 
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Figure 3: China's high-tech innovation relies on foreign components - a strong dependence 
results in negative trade balance (in bn USD). 

 

Synthesizing the core takeaways, it becomes clear that China has not abandoned its goal of 
catching up with Western industrialized countries – MIC25 serves as the backbone to overcome 
the middle-income trap. A plethora of individual targets set as part of MIC25 demonstrate 
ambition and indicate that not all technologies are emphasized equally: China is determined to 
dominate smart and emerging technologies, namely AI robotics or cloud computing. However, 
foreign tech dependency is China's Achilles heel. 
 

Progress assessments of MIC25 will thus vary greatly depending on the chosen parameters and 
individual sectors. They are industry- or tech-specific and alternate between highly aggregated or 
exceedingly detailed levels. Examples include market share targets for Chinese technology, target 
quotas for smart equipment usage, a certain number of patents per 100 million CNY in revenue, 
and the development of several quality brands. Thus, a critical in-depth analysis of each sector 
must be done to achieve transparency on how far China's strategy can be coined a success. 
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Will technology disruption end the foreign dominance in 
China’s automotive industry? 

By Marco Brizzolara and Maxi Pethö-Schramm 
 

Few industries in China are so closely intertwined with foreign players, as is the automotive 
industry. As we have outlined in our interview with Prof. Carl Hahn, CEO of Volkswagen (1982-
1993), foreign OEMs were among the first companies entering China after the start of the Reform 
& Opening-up in the 1980s. 
 

On the one hand, China overtook the US as the world’s largest passenger car market ten years 
ago. On the other hand, setting up plants and Joint Ventures made China a key manufacturing 
location for many foreign automotive players. For instance, in Q2, 2020, Volkswagen Group sold 
53% of its vehicles in China. Mercedes-Benz and BMW come close with 45% and 44%, 
respectively. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: German groups largely depend on Sales in the Chinese market 

 

However, the dominance of foreign OEMs might be threatened. Chinese car manufacturers are 
moving up the value chain into R&D. With the trend towards autonomous, connected, electric, 
and shared connectivity (ACES), Chinese companies might, for the first time, have a realistic 
opportunity to leapfrog foreign companies. 
 

China's Big 4 state-owned automotive companies (i.e. SAIC, FAW, Dongfeng, Changan) entered 
the ranks of the largest automotive companies in the world. Private automotive companies such as 
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Geely, NIO, and Great Wall Motors are emerging as sizable and innovative players. 
Simultaneously, many cutting edge companies, including AI unicorns Momenta and Horizon 
Robotics, large technology companies such as Huawei, and internet companies such as Didi and 
JD, are actively pushing the industry forward. 
 

To shed more light on China's automotive industry, we interviewed Prof. Dudenhöffer, one of the 
leading automotive experts in Germany, and an active observer of the Chinese automotive 
industry. In the first part, we talk about the evolution of the Chinese automotive industry and the 
potential for collaboration between China and Germany. In the second part, we ask Prof. 
Dudenhöffer about China's role in the emerging EV industry. 
 

About Prof. Dudenhöffer 

  

Prof. Dudenhöffer is a leading automotive expert, and well-regarded among practitioners and 
academia. He is an expert on EVs, on the Chinese automotive market, and organizes some of the 
significant automotive conferences between China and Germany, attended by the CEOs of 
Germany's and China's largest OEMs and suppliers. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Prof Dudenhöffer, a leading car-expert 

 

Interview On the Air 
 

Industry Trends 
 

How did your fascination with the Chinese automotive industry develop, and why are you 
dedicated to researching the Chinese market and facilitating exchange between German and 
Chinese automotive leaders at all levels? 
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In 2010, China surpassed the US to become the world's largest automotive production and sales 
country. Nearly all major foreign car manufacturers have set up production facilities in China, 
with Elon Musk's Tesla plant opening in Shanghai last year as a recent example. Today, we see 
that the Chinese automotive industry moves beyond Joint Ventures (JVs) with foreign players. In 
this context, Chinese companies' role was limited to manufacturing cars, which have been 
developed in Western Headquarters. More recently, China is moving up the value chain into 
research, engineering, and design. 
 

The heart of the future automotive industry is currently being developed in China. First, China 
has established significant capacities for lithium batteries required for EVs. Players like CATL 
are creating tomorrow's supplier industry, whereas companies in countries like Japan and Korea 
have supplied a significant share of lithium batteries in the past. Second, Chinese companies like 
Huawei are pioneering autonomous driving technology. China is likely one of the first countries 
with 5G infrastructure, an essential foundation for autonomous driving. Overall, if you look at 
cities like Shenzhen, the technology fueling tomorrow's automotive industry will increasingly be 
made in China rather than Silicon Valley. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: China by far is the largest car market 

 

Despite China's increasing technology leadership, in recent statements, you seem to be worried 
about the Chinese automotive industry's current state, citing concerns about overcapacity. What 
is your market outlook? 
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The Chinese automotive industry saw rapid growth until 2018. Then, the trade war started, and 
exports to the US crumbled due to high tariffs on Chinese cars. It's a problem that is politically 
founded. There was already a downtown in the global car market when the COVID-19 pandemic 
started in China nearly a year ago. Thus, we have two big crises that have to be handled for 
growth to get back on track. 
 

There are a few arguments on why growth in the Chinese car market will continue once we get 
back to normal. In China, the density of cars is about 121 passenger cars per 1,000 inhabitants. If 
you look at the US, it's about 840 passenger cars, and in Germany, 560. In closing the car 
ownership gap, China could become a market with 50 million new vehicles sold per year. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Future growth might come from developing countries 

 

As traffic returns to the roads, do you think there will be lasting changes to the automotive 
industry due to the COVID-19 pandemic? 

At the onset of the pandemic, supply chain chaos was a big issue. Some companies had to stop 
production because they sourced key inputs only from Wuhan. In contrast, a modern sourcing 
strategy should involve multiple suppliers across regions to manage risk. In my view, the 
globalization of supply chains will be critical going forward, and the Belt and Road Initiative is 
an integral part of this. 
 

If you imagine the global supply chains of the future, what countries and regions do you think 
will be the winners and losers of this transition? 

In my view, the US will be the biggest loser in the next decade due to their isolation. The 
situation in the UK is similar. Then we have to look at countries with turmoil and political unrest. 
Turkey, which is at the moment an important part of car production, is one example. The Middle 
East, as well as South America, are also unstable. In our point of view, Asia will become more 
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important due to its relative stability. Therefore, we see new connections between Asia and 
Europe, which is also stable, and potentially to parts of Africa. 
 

You are urging German automotive companies to be more open to collaborating with Chinese 
companies. In your view, what are the prospects of international cooperation, and how do you 
expect Germany automotive companies to adapt their global strategies? 

The German public and government are cautious about getting closer to China. Of course, the 
problem is that China has a different political system, which does not reflect our ideas about 
democracy. But we believe that China will step-by-step become more open and democratic, 
despite the problems we see at the moment. This transition is critical for greater international 
collaboration in the future. Given the current lack of a basis for a stable partnership with the US, 
it is fascinating for Germany to go into the future together with a China that is open, has 
technology leadership, and huge market volume and capacity. 
 

Also, China shows a strong interest in helping developing regions to improve economically. The 
Belt and Road Initiative is a crucial part of this. The train stops in Duisburg, Germany, and in 
Kenya and other countries, providing critical trade infrastructure. In our view, a joint approach 
and a close relationship with China could improve the welfare of many countries in the world. 
 
 

China's EV Industry 
 

One of your focus areas is the EV industry, which the Western world has often admired. At the 
same time, you repeatedly criticized German automotive companies for changing too slowly. 
Standing at 1.1 million units, or 51 percent of global EV sales in 2018, China’s market is about 
three times the size of the European and US markets. What are the key factors contributing to this 
development, and do you think China can keep its global dominance in EV sales? 

For EV, you need the right regulations, and China put these in place early on while taking the 
proper measures to build up the industry. In Europe, the push for EV started a little bit later 
because of environmental considerations. In the US, the future is difficult to predict, as many 
different forces are coming into play. We already see that Europe, China, and Japan, representing 
roughly 60% of the global car market, are pushing for EVs, so I am confident that EVs will soon 
see the scale necessary for the technology to become affordable and widespread. One of the 
significant challenges, however, is surrounding where the power for EVs is generated. Right now, 
in China and Germany, a lot of electricity comes from coal, and to replace coal will not only be 
possible by renewable energies, but we will need to rely more on new generations of nuclear 
power as well. 
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China aims to have CO2 emissions peak before 2030 and achieve carbon neutrality before 
2060 

 

 

Figure 5: China is committed to reducing CO2 emissions 

 

Given, the concerns over nuclear power, especially in Germany, do you think a push towards 
nuclear power is likely? 

In 2011, Germany made the decision to phase out nuclear power until 2022, which I would 
consider an irrational decision. On the other hand, in Switzerland, the lifetime of power plans has 
been extended. In France there is a high dominance of nuclear power, and Russia will also likely 
see a push towards nuclear energy. I expect a significant push towards nuclear power in Eastern 
European countries. If these countries want to remain a popular location for car battery 
manufacturing, only nuclear power plants will provide them an affordable, and CO2 neutral 
generation of power. 
 

Chinese companies like CATL, Ganfeng Lithium and Tianqi Lithium have established a global 
footprint in the EV battery supply chain. As of April 2019, China produced 60% of the global 
lithium battery supply. What does this dominance mean for the global automotive landscape? 

Some people think that the industry leading position of some of the Chinese battery 
manufacturers is a big challenge, but I don’t see it that way. If you look at the production process 
of Lithium-ion batteries, the process is highly automated, and there are more than 10 to 15 large 
battery/cell manufacturers around the world, so we predict a large degree of competition between 
companies. To just claim we are dependent on China for EV batteries is an incorrect statement. 
We see strong companies from other countries like Japan and Korea as well, and even companies 
in China are strongly competing against each other. 
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Looking at Germany, I see the discussion about battery manufacturing as part of a larger issue, in 
which politicians, foremost our Economic Minister, Mr. Altmaier have the idea that Germany 
should be the champion in every technology. The result is that we are not focusing enough on 
strengthening our core, and might lose out on the great opportunities we have. 

 

 
Figure 6: CATL has the world´s largest battery production capacity 

 

From my perspective, in Germany, we have a chance to create sustainable competitive 
advantages in the EV battery industry if we focus on material science instead of battery 
manufacturing. Looking at Lithium-ion Batteries, the major components are Anode, Cathode and 
Electrolytes, and these materials are contributing 70 to 80% of value compared to the 
manufacturing process which only contributes 20 to 30%. German chemical companies such as 
BASF are leading in that area and have good reasons to invest in materials for batteries, so I think 
in the end, materials rather than the manufacturing process is really where German companies 
should focus, as we already see a large degree of competition in the manufacturing process. 
 

Which companies will benefit the most from the EV boom in China and what are their respective 
advantages as competitors in the Chinese market? Will it be foreign car manufacturers such as 
Volkswagen, Toyota and Tesla; large domestic car manufacturers including SAIC, Dongfeng, 
FAW, Chang`an, BAIC and Geely; or rising e-vehicle companies such as BYD, Nio, and Li 
Xiang? 

There will be consolidation in the Chinese industry. I think the most important player is Tesla, 
because they are the global technology leader and pioneer. I also see a great future for private-
owned Chinese car companies such as Geely (see article), Great Wall Motors, and to some extent 
BYD. While state-owned companies, such as FAW, one of the joint venture partners of 
Volkswagen, are experts in administration, and good partners for foreign OEMs, I don’t think 
they will represent serious competition in the EV industry. 
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Figure 7: 7 out of the Top-25 OEMs are from China 

 

Looking at private car companies, Byton, a Chinese car company established in 2017 and 
formerly led by German automotive executives, has been seen as a promising company in the 
space, but now seems to be close to insolvency. What is your view on the company, and what do 
you think went wrong? 

I think not all private-driven companies will be sustainable in the future. They need both a clear 
business plan and innovation. What we see with Byton, Faraday Future (US company), and 
others, is that they have majorly focused on storytelling, which is not sufficient to build a strong 
company. Personally, I am much more confident of Geely, Great Wall and BYD, which have a 
well thought through go-to-market strategy. 
 

Conclusion 
 

Observing the dominance of foreign OEMs in China's automotive industry and significant 
industry changes driven by technological change, we talked to Prof. Dudenhöffer to find out what 
these changes will mean for the Chinese and global automotive industry. 
 

Based on our conversation, we can make five predictions for the future: 
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1) China's companies will become ever more relevant in driving critical technologies for the 
automotive industry. Next to the US, Japan, and Korea, Chinese tech companies will shape 
future technologies such as 5G, autonomous driving, and lithium batteries. 

2) China's automotive market will manifest itself as the by far largest automotive market in 
the world. Given its low car density compared to other regions such as Europe and the US, China 
might one day become a market with 50 million vehicles sold per year. 

3) Asian countries, especially China, will continue to be a crucial part of global automotive 
supply chains. Compared to other regions, China exhibits a high degree of political stability and 
openness to trade. Besides, China's Belt and Road Initiative will further accelerate global supply 
chains involving China. 

4) China will continue to develop its EV industry effectively. While there are ups and downs, 
China's electric vehicle market is the largest globally, and some Chinese companies are likely to 
benefit from the boom significantly. Simultaneously, industrial policies will positively impact the 
further growth of the industry. 

5) Battery manufacturing will be dominated by China, yet suppliers will likely be elsewhere. 
Whereas manufacturing will likely be driven by large Chinese companies such as CATL and 
BYD, companies in the US, Korea, and Japan will stay relevant. At the same time, there are 
enormous opportunities for companies to take part in the value chain. 
 

Summing up, technological trends will surely change the way Chinese and foreign companies 
will work together in the future. Yet one thing will always hold: Companies avoiding 
international collaboration and competition will be the ones losing. No single company, nor 
country, dominates the automotive industry supply chains today or in the future. 
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Coronavirus catalyzes adoption of China’s e-commerce 
platforms 

By Gery Pollak 
 

Three months ago COViD-19 forced China’s major cities into lockdown. More than 80,000 
confirmed infections and close to 5,000 deaths later, the economy is getting back to speed again 
with the strict safety measures having been eased beginning of April. The impact on Western 
economies will be uncertain before the release of Q2 2020 statistics. Taking a look at the 
developments in retail in China during Q1 2020 will help to draw conclusions about the probable 
impact of the coronavirus on the retail industry in other countries. 
 

The economic earthquake also shook up retail 
 

According to a Chinese proverb “at a market all things find their places.” However, a market only 
functions well if supply and demand is able to meet each other. The consequences of COViD-19 
led to a negative supply as well as a demand shock at the same time, a highly unusual event in the 
history of markets. According to data from the National Bureau of Statistics, China’s GDP was 
down 6.8% year-over-year in Q1. The economy got hit throughout industries. Retail was no 
exception. Instead of seeing people strolling along shopping streets, like Nanjing Road in 
Shanghai, with full bags in their hands, these usually vital areas have been empty. As a result, 
retail sales were down almost 18% year over year. The sale of physical goods decreased by 
almost 16%. FMCG dropped 6.8% compared to the same period in the previous year. Even total 
online retail sales decreased slightly by 1% compared to Q1 2019. Certainly not all things found 
their places in this market anymore, Coronavirus has suspended the old Chinese proverb. 
 

 
Figure 1: retail sales dropped significantly due to Covid-19 (Source: National Bureau of 

Statistics) 
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Online grocery shopping got a boost 
 

With people being locked up at home, demand shifted online. The online retail sales of physical 
goods were up by 5.9% year-over-year. In FMCG, for example, online penetration among urban 
households reached new all time highs with 63%, an increase of 17% compared to Q1 2019. 
Chinese O2O players like Alibaba’s Hema, JD.com’s 7Fresh or Daojia benefited from strong 
tailwinds. Among offline channels, the demand shifted from hypermarkets to mini markets, 
which are located in communities, with the latter experiencing a robust growth of 14%. Demand 
for certain goods like medical supplies, living necessities and also workout equipment increased, 
while alcohol, gifts and clothing saw a decrease. As uncertainty negatively impacts consumer 
confidence and spending, the sale of discretionary goods in general dropped. The purchase of 
luxury goods has been cancelled or at least postponed. 
 

Chinese households stocked-up instant food and home hygiene articles 

 
 

Figure 2: Consumer behavior differs by category (Source: Bain) 

 

Last mile delivery had to upgrade to cope with the new challenges 
 

The increasing e-commerce demand combined with coronavirus social distancing measurements 
led to new challenges for last-mile delivery companies, like Dada Group and Ele.me. Delivery of 
all kinds of consumer goods has already been much more adopted in China than for example in 
Europe, however the last mile delivery infrastructure for these consumer purchases needed some 
improvements. First of all, the rise in demand for perishable products required a better planned 
cold chain. According to Pinduoduo, orders for apples, strawberries and other fresh fruit from its 
586,000 sellers of agricultural products were up 120% in January. Secondly, a structured 
contactless handover became a necessity. To illustrate the challenge of handover, during “singles 
days,” the world’s biggest e-commerce day, the whole entrance hall of resident compounds in 
China are usually looking like chaotic logistics centers. There actually are small rooms dedicated 
for storage and pick up of parcels but these rooms do not have enough capacity for high delivery 
volume. To find their parcels, residents are plodding through these massive piles of parcels with 
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excitement to find their singles day parcels, basically touching every single parcel to check if 
their name is on it. Asking a friend in Shanghai how this problem was solved during the 
pandemic he explained how his residential pick up station evolved quickly in just the matter of a 
few days. “At the entrance of my compound they started building tables for e-commerce parcels. 
Later they built shelves and eventually built a dedicated area of 20+ sqm with three smart parcel 
lockers and one heated food delivery locker to cater for the requirement of contactless e-
commerce and food deliveries.”  
 

Sellers count on live streaming to reach consumers 
 

As demand shifted online, suppliers had to follow. As a result, many offline retailers went online 
and suppliers had to carefully decide how much supply they allocate to each platform. Major 
international brands like Apple and IKEA shut down their stores completely. Malls have been 
empty and shopping streets were avoided. “I once went out to a mall during February. Basically, 
there was no one really in the malls. Within the stores I could barely get the attention of the staff, 
because they were so busy doing product introductions and reviews on live streaming on Taobao 
and JD.com” recounts a German businessman working and living in Beijing. South China 
Morning Post reports that even farmers, like 59-year old Zhang Jiacheng, started to promote their 
goods online. Thanks to live-streaming slots Zhang has managed to maintain sales of around 100 
to 150 kilograms (220 to 330lbs) of apples per day from his remote orchard in Li County, Gansu 
province. Between a dozens to a few thousands viewers are watching his broadcasts on Taobao 
Live.4 According to data by Alibaba Group, transactions through Taobao Live increased by over 
160% year over year. The number of new merchants who joined the platform even increased by 
almost 300%. E-commerce sales on other live streaming platforms like Kuaishou (“Kwai” in the 
Western world) are also surging. For example, a shoe factory in Jiangsu sold 2 million yuan 
worth of surplus footwear through Kuaishou. 
 

Looking ahead 
 

Whether the shift in consumer behavior and purchasing channels will last or if the observed 
changes are just temporary remains uncertain. In a report from strategy consultancy Bain and 
Company and Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba Tmall, the company expects post-epidemic 
consumption recovery to follow patterns similar to the 2002–2003 SARS outbreak. This would 
result in a steep sales decline for medicines and home hygiene products, a quick return to normal 
consumption for food and cosmetics, and a surge for apparel, cigarettes and some other items. 
The second quarter of 2020, traditionally an important quarter for retail in China due to the mid-
year shopping festival, often called “618,” will shed some light on the pace of consumption 
recovery and if the changes will last. 
 

Conclusions for retail in Western economies 
 

According to estimates from the US Census Bureau, retail and food services sales dropped only 
0.4% from January to February. A driving factor for this small drop was of course, the delay in 
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lock-downs in the US, which started as late as March 17th with California ordering people to stay 
at home. From February to March, there already was a drop in US retail and food sales by 8.7%. 
Taking Chinese Q1 results into account, it is possible to derive that US retail probably plunged 
again from March to April. In Germany retail sales in February even increased by 6.4% year over 
year, due to consumers stockpiling before the anticipated lock-down.6 The German Statistical 
Office reported that demand was particularly strong in food, drinks, tobacco, pharmaceutics, and 
cosmetics. Retail sales in March then fell moderately by 2.8% on the year. It is fair to expect 
German retail sales declined considerably stronger in April, with the country being under lock-
down for the full month. The hit that the Chinese retail industry had to take in February will 
likely be the hit retail in Western economies experienced in April. 
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What it takes to win in China's gaming market (1/2) 

By Daniel Concha Zegarra and Alexander Kremer 
 

Gaming is one of the largest sectors in Digital China. In just a decade, the industry grew 10x in 
scale and there are now around 600 mn active gamers (twice the US population) in China. After 
all, some of its biggest internet companies have large shares of revenues from gaming. That is 
certainly true for the giants Tencent and NetEase. Part one of this series focuses on major 
characteristics in the Chinese market and introduces major players. 
 

June 13, time for the final of the Tencent King of Honor Pro League Spring 2020, the largest 
league for one of the biggest mobile games. AG Super Play (AG.SP) is facing Turnso Gaming 
(TS). AG.SP had made its way through the winner´s bracket, while TS had to advance to the 
grand final via the loser´s bracket, following earlier defeats by AG and Dynamite Gaming (DYG) 
in the group stage (both 1-3). The final game is tied 3-3 as the last map comes up. Eventually, TS 
emerges with a 50:18 victory for an overall 4:3 score, taking revenge. The 5-player roster wins 
USD 430 k. The hero of the night is Lin Huang, who also goes by the name of NuanYang. Lin is 
only 20 years old. He joined TS in the summer of 2018, when he was just 18. In the last two years 
or so, he made an estimated USD 500 k – only from price money earnings. 
 

Two months later, August 16, Beijing Cadillac Center, a venue previously used for the 2008 
Olympic Games. TS is here to take another revenge, in front of 20k fans. Facing DYG in the 
grand finals of the King of Honor World Champion Cup, TS is behind 0-3. Following an epic 
comeback, eventually TS wins the last map 57:22 and thus turns the match into a 4-3 victory. 
This time the team banks an epic USD 1.9 mn check. The MVP? NuanYang. 
 

 

Figure 1: Honour of Kings World Champions Turnso Gaming (Source: CGTN) 
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Much like NuanYang´s story, China´s gaming sector is remarkable and unique in many ways. 
Indeed, neither King of Honor nor TS or NuanYang are popular outside of China. Moreover, the 
last 3 years also brought massive changes to the industry. Over the course of 2018, China’s new 
gaming regulator, the State Administration of Press and Publication (SAPP), released new 
guidelines concerning the approval of new game titles, leading to a drop of approvals of almost 
80% in comparison to 2017. That led to a highly distressed year for the majority of companies. 
Then, after a rather successful 2019, in 2020 Covid-19 struck and the industry saw growth unseen 
for years. More fundamentally, secular trends such as technology (e.g., AI, AR/VR, Cloud 
games) are reshaping the industry. 
 

Considering the fact that, to many observers outside of China, the Chinese gaming industry with 
its localized requirements and major trends remains more or less a black box, we decided to 
interview a number of gaming experts and gather results in this article. 
 

China's gaming market requires a highly localized approach 
 

Like every market, the Chinese gaming market requires a localized approach in both game design 
and operations. 
 

Game design 

In terms of platform, it is worth noting that the Chinese gaming market is primarily a mobile 
gaming market. While China accounts for roughly 1/3 of the global gaming industry, it accounts 
for around 50% of the global mobile gaming revenues. More than 65% of local video games 
revenues come from mobile (vs. 45% global). Indeed, the trend is actually accelerating. 
According to our analysis of game approvals in September 2020 by the leading regulatory body, 
SAPP, 95% of newly granted gaming licenses were for mobile games. This also shows that the 
pipeline for future revenues is dependent on mobile gaming. 
 

 

Figure 2: SAPP September 2020 approvals of local new games by platform as of Sep 25 (Source: 
SAPP) 
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Playing games on a mobile phone / tablet instead of PC or console, though, comes with a number 
of challenges. For one, the hardware in terms of CPU, memory and GPU power of a smartphone 
is relatively weak. Even more so when considering that Chinese consumers often use lower-end 
Android smartphones. Additionally, a smartphone comes with limited battery power and a 
smaller display that also has to provide buttons on the screen. However, developing mobile games 
also comes with some advantages for game studios. For one, there are more daily mobile internet 
users than laptop users. In fact, China is one of the countries with the highest smartphone 
penetration overall. Furthermore, mobile gamers are “always-on” and can easily be drawn into a 
game at any time of the day via, for example, a push notification. Overall, playing on a phone is 
easier and thus creates lower entry barriers for new gamers. Lastly, the overall user experience 
can be highly integrated with existing accounts (e.g., sign-up by Wechat/QQ ID), social features 
(e.g., streaming) and mobile payments. 
 

In terms of game types, multiplayer online battle arena (MOBAs), massively multiplayer online 
role-playing game (MMORPGs) and battle royale (BR) games enjoy a lot of popularity with 
Chinese consumers.A famous Mobile MOBA is Tencent´s Honor Of Kings, a game comparable 
to the internationally renowned Defense of the Ancients (DotA). Honor of Kings has more than 
200 mn MAUs. Since released in late 2015, it made a huge impact on the gaming scene in China 
and accelerated the popularity of mobile games massively. Never before was a competitive 
mobile MOBA game that fun and smooth when competing in multiplayer mode. League of 
Legends, another MOBA distributed by Tencent, remains one of the most successful titles of PC 
gaming in China and has a significant followership of e-sports fans. A strong popular example for 
a MMORPG is NetEase´s Fantasy Westward Journey, somehow comparable to World of 
Warcraft (WoW). In terms of lifetime grossing, it is considered one of the most successful games 
ever in the Chinese market. PUBG Mobile, a BR game developed by Tencent, continues to be 
one of the highest grossing games throughout 2020. Other game types such as card games (e.g., 
Onmyoji) or casual racing (e.g., QQ Speed) can also achieve double-digit million MAUs. 
 

Concerning monetization, the vast majority of games are designed as free-to-play (F2P) and 
monetize through in-app purchases (IAP) such as play-to-win (e.g., skins) and pay-to-win (e.g., 
faster cars or better weapons, battle pass), or in-game ads, instead of game purchases (upfront) or 
multi-game subscriptions. 
 

Operations 

In terms of operations, the Chinese gaming market faces more challenges than other markets. One 
important aspect is regulation. It is important to note that game titles in China require approval 
prior to launch. For many games, Chinese players can only compete among each other and not 
against players from other parts of the world, i.e., players in China will share a local server, 
making the online multiplayer option only available to those in the same geography. However, 
since Chinese players also like competing against others (e.g., Koreans), shared servers 
(sometimes called “gaming VPNs”) are popular and common among more competitive players. 
Another regulatory aspect is the daily upper limit of playing video games for minors (i.e., 1.5h 
during normal days and 3h during holidays). This policy is implemented by the need to register 
with the real name and facial scan, which is validated against a database containing government 
ID information. 
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Another aspect is related to the distribution via apps stores. While there is an iOS app store, the 
situation for Android is very different. To be specific, there is no one Android app store (like 
Google Play Store) but several ones (e.g., Tencent, OPPO, Huawei) with varying service fees. 

The last operational aspect worth mentioning is the seasonality of mobile gaming practices. China 
has two large national holidays, one in Q1 (Chinese New Year) and one in Q4 (National Day). 
Those days usually mark the highest activity (and revenue) of gaming across the year and 
frequently lead to servers of popular games crashing. 
 

The industry is big, keeps growing and is incredibly profitable 
 

Size 

The overall Chinese gaming market is well ahead of the market in the US in terms of revenues, a 
gap that is expected to further widen in the coming years. 
 

 

Figure 3: Global gaming revenues 2019 by region in billion USD (Source: Newzoo) 
 

Japan and South Korea are traditionally markets with an incredibly high average spending per 
user but come in third and fourth overall given the small population size, whereas Germany is the 
fifth biggest market. When looking at the numbers from an internet user per capita spending, 
Japan leads the ranking with USD 183 p.a. ahead of Korea with USD 143 and the US with USD 
127. Within the Chinese internet population, the per capita spending is only USD 44 at the 
moment which points at future potential to grow. 
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Figure 4: Gaming revenues per internet user 2019 by region in USD (Source: Newzoo) 
 

Tencent - a global Top-10 company for three years by now - is China´s second-largest internet 
company with a market cap of USD 650 bn and perhaps the world´s most successful corporate 
venture capitalist. It makes around 35% of its USD 65 bn revenues from gaming (but that number 
used to be closer to 75% in earlier years). It is a clear leader in the market with around 50% 
market share. 
 

Tencent Games maintains multiple revenue streams. First, it develops, publishes and distributes 
games in-house or through majority-owned subsidiaries, such as League of Legends (China), 
PUBG Mobile, Honour of Kings, Clash Royale and Peacekeeper Elite. Second, it maintains 
minority stakes in large studios through which it obtains games for distribution, such as Epic 
(40%), Ubisoft (5%) or Activision Blizzard (5%). Third, it also operates a Steam-alike gaming 
portal called WeGame for distribution in China. Moreover, it maintains QQ Game Hall, a chat-
based application where players can compete in casual games, such as Mahjong. Lastly, Tencent 
also manages the largest Android app store in China. All three allow for charging service fees. 
Fourth, it organizes leagues and events (e.g., League of Legends Pro League, King of Honors Pro 
League), for which it monetizes content (media rights, ticket sales, merchandising) and achieves 
sponsorships. 
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Figure 5: The Tencent 2020 League of Legends Pro League attracts major sponsorship (Source: 
Invenglobal) 

 

All combined makes Tencent the largest gaming company in the world, ahead of Sony Interactive 
Entertainment (PlayStation) at around USD bn 20, Nintendo (Switch, Super Mario, Pokemon) 
with USD 11 bn and Microsoft (e.g., Xbox HW, Xbox Live, Halo, Minecraft) with USD 11 bn in 
revenues respectively, for reference. 
 

For NetEase (e.g., Fantasy Westward Journey, Shido Beach, Onmyoji: Monster House), China´s 
no. 2 gaming (15% market share) and no. 7 internet company with a market cap of around USD 
60 bn, the share of gaming stands at 70% on circa USD 9 bn revenues. 

Perfect World is another major company worth mentioning, achieving around USD 1 bn in 
gaming revenues in 2019 and 2% market share through in-house developed games such as Perfect 
World, Jade Dynasty or as the distributor of Valve games such as Dota 2 and CS:GO in China 
Mainland. Large groups like Tencent, NetEase and also Perfect World have a wide portfolio of 
titles and can hedge among different bets. 
 

Then there are many much smaller gaming publishing companies where the revenue largely 
fluctuates with single title success/failure. Changyou used to be a big company in China´s gaming 
sector with USD 0.7 bn revenues back in 2014. However, it has lost around half of its revenue 
since then, and eventually got acquired by Sohu, before delisting from public markets. A recently 
uprising company is 37 Games (e.g., Blade and Rings, Soul Land H5, New Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms). After rapid growth, it achieved revenues of USD 0.2 bn in 2019 (less than 1% market 
share). miHoYo, founded by three Shanghai Jiaotong University graduates, was a rising force for 
years with its Honkai Impact game series. It had revenues of around USD 0.15 bn in 2017, then 
entered a quiet period but this year just entered the world stage after launching the title Genshin 
Impact. Alibaba through AliSports and Lingxi used to be a rising force in the industry as well but 
recently lost traction and talent. However, its 2019 title Three Kingdoms eventually turned out as 
a hit. Last, ByteDance is a rising force in China´s gaming sector but still comparably small as for 
2019. 
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Figure 6: Gaming revenues of major companies 2019 in billion USD (Source: Company fillings) 
 

With that, it becomes clear just how much of a dominating force Tencent is, as Figure 7 shows: 

 

Figure 7: Market shares of Chinese major gaming companies 2019 in % (Source: own 
calculation) 

Growth 
 

In the US, Microsoft experienced growth of around 10% last year. Meanwhile, revenues for 37 
Games grew in excess of 70%, from Perfect World´s gaming group revenues grew 26%, NetEase 
grew 16% while Tencent´s Gaming division grew more than 10% in 2019. 
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Figure 8: Revenues growth rate 2019 of selected Gaming companies in % (Source: Company 
fillings) 

 

Profitability 
 

But gaming in China is not only big but also incredibly profitable. Tencent's Value Added 
Services revenue stream, combining social networks such as digital content subscriptions (e.g., 
Huya video) and gaming, boasts an impressive gross margin of almost 55%, even ahead of 50% 
for the online advertising and 30% of FinTech/Business Services revenue streams. 
 

Adjacent industries grow as the industry keeps emerging 

The growth of the gaming industry in size continues to be supported by the growth of related 
industries. This phenomenon is now ubiquitous, as it is revealing itself in many other internet 
verticals, e.g. e-commerce. For example, the rise of Taobao led to the emergence of Ant Group, 
on track for the largest IPO ever. Another example is that the growth of JD.com spawned the 
emergence of JD Logistics, a company with more than 100k employees by now and about to 
launch an IPO separately sometime in the future. In gaming, related industries around education, 
equipment, virtual currencies, marketplaces, players, events, and content streaming continue to 
emerge. 

In terms of education, many universities now offer majors to prepare people interested in this 
career track. One example is game design degrees where the Beijing-based Communication 
University of China has produced graduates going into major studios. Another example is the 
Tsinghua University/Tencent-partnership for the Shenzhen campus. 
 

A gamer needs good equipment to compete with peers. As a result, major Chinese hardware 
producers have produced specialized PCs (e.g, Lenovo and Machenike) or even phones (e.g., 
Vivo iQOO series, Tencent Games ROG phone) but likewise equipment around specialized 
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chairs, headsets and smartphone holders continues to sell very well. 
 

 

Figure 9: The Vivo iQOO 5 Pro high-end gaming phone, worth USD 800 (Source: JD.com) 
 

In China, Q coins (Q 币) have been around for some 15 years. They play an integral part in 
Tencent´s gaming universe, as they are the virtual currency used to pay for IAP. Gamers have to 
exchange RMB to Q coins and usually get certain discounts, depending on the amount they 
exchange. It is worth noting that all of this happened at scale way before digital currencies such 
as Bitcoin, Ethereum and Lira entered the world stage and struggled to find meaningful and legal 
real world applications. While trading in virtual items reached beyond USD 1 bn in China already 
in 2008, it is now used for transactions accounting for tens of billions of USD every year. 
 

Given the F2P monetization model of Chinese games, players tend to spend a lot on IAP such as 
virtual goods. They are then traded in major marketplaces. The largest of these is Webgame 5173, 
which exceeds USD 1.5 bn USD GMV in 2019. Other large ones are 7881.com and Taobao 
Gaming. 

While many players play for fun with a bit of competitive spirit, a whole industry of clans, 
players and KOLs has emerged along the ever-larger gaming industry. Some popular clans/teams 
include LoL teams Edward Gaming, Royal Never Give-Up or JD Gaming (JD.com team) or KoH 
teams such as Turnso Gaming (see above), AG Super Play and Dynamite Gaming. Their players 
–like NuanYing – are often considered celebrities. Famous KOLs such as 老番茄 attract 13 mn 
fans on Bilibili, 8 mn follower on Weibo in case of pdd_liumo and 5 mn follower on Weibo in 
terms of Uzi. In fact, many formerly professional players later “retire” as semi-professional 
streamers. 
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Figure 10: NuanYing, Logo Weibo Turnso Gaming, the leading KoH player and team (Source: 
Liquipedia, Company Weibo) 

 

While many play for themselves, they also like to see their role models compete and learn from 
them. As a result, Tencent has done an excellent job at creating a number of professional gaming 
leagues such as the China League of Legends Pro League (LPL), jointly with Riot Games, or the 
Tencent Games King Pro League (KPL) for Honor of Kings, where teams often represent certain 
cities to increase affiliation further. These leagues host large events where they sell tickets and 
merchandising, attract major sponsorship (including Nike, Vivo, Volkswagen), and sell media 
rights to other platforms such as Bilibili for hundreds of millions of USD. 
 

 

Figure 11: 16 pro-teams, including TS, competed in the 2020 KPL spring season (Source: 
Baijiahao) 
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Another adjunct major industry that keeps experiencing rapid growth is content streaming by 
casual players, pro-players or of bespoke major events. Much like Twitch in the West, there are 
platforms such as Douyu, Huya, and Bilibili, often attracting tens of millions of viewers. 
 

 

Figure 12: Douyu main page, app-version (Source: own image) 
 

The rise of China´s video gaming industry to become the largest in the world remains a topic little 
understood by many. In fact, the size and influence of companies like Tencent or even NetEase 
does not find proper counterparts in the West. Based on our analysis, it becomes clear that at least 
in China, success of games does not depend on the game itself only, but rather on the distribution, 
operations, and the ecosystem aspects, including leagues, created around it. And that is what the 
large gaming companies really excel in. We find that the latest since the launch of KoH, China´s 
mobile gaming universe no longer is a virtual reality. In part two of this series, we will further 
dive into emerging technology trends. 
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What it takes to win in China´s gaming market (2/2) 

By Daniel Concha Zegarra and Alexander Kremer 
 

The last three years brought disruption and change to China´s gaming industry. Moreover, we 
look into new challengers that are attempting to get their slice of the pie. Thus, part two of our 
series is focusing on major trends in the world's largest gaming market. 
 

As the industry continued to increase in scale and impact, China´s gaming market faced major 
changes during 2018. While 2019 led to a continuation to pre-crises growth levels, 2020 brought 
Covid-19 and accelerated growth in the short-term. 
 

The 2018 SAPP updated regulation on new game releases pushed internationalization while 
Covid-19 led to a rapid acceleration in revenue growth 
 

The last three years found the gaming sector facing disruptive changes in China. 
 

2018: SAPP new regulation on gaming approvals 

The 2018 SAPP slow-down on approving new game titles had significant impact on the topline 
growth of leading gaming companies. Looking at the example of Tencent, we can see how in Q2 
2018 the slowdown started to have impact on revenue growth. That lasted for a whole year and 
Tencent only returned to quarterly revenue growth in Q2 2019. 
 

 

Figure 1: Annual growth Tencent gaming revenues by quarter in % (Source: Company fillings) 
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However, in fact, the gaming industry did not go back to the high approval rates of pre-2018 and 
it became much harder to release new games into the market, requiring much closer cooperation 
with regulators. Given 9 months data for 2020, we forecast the game approvals for the full year to 
come in at around 1300-1500, in line with 2019 but still 80% below 2018. We believe that the 
continued low number of gaming approvals seem to favor the gaming giants. 
 

 

Figure 2: Annual new game approvals China, by year (Source: SAPP) 
 

Despite their specialization in local games, resourcefulness and acquisitions of foreign assets, 
China´s gaming giants remain to be highly focused on the rapidly growing local market. 
However, the 2018 slowdown in the Chinese market made international markets more important. 

So far, efforts in internationalization mostly focused on Southeast Asia, the US and UK. Tencent, 
for example, took PUBG Mobile global. Also, other Chinese strategy games have proven 
successful overseas, making 56% of revenue in this genre in the US. For example, FunPlus’ real-
time strategy game Guns of Glory has been on the top charts for several quarters in the US 
market. Likewise, Rise of Kingdoms is a mobile MMO real-time strategy game inspired by 
history. It recorded solid revenue growth this year, making the title to the second-highest-grossing 
Chinese title in the US in the first three months of 2020. Another example is Genshin Impact 
developed by miHoYo, which was inspired by The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild. Genshin 
Impact is a cross platform title released globally just on at the end of August. It is a bigger, more 
ambitious blend of Zelda’s open world, and a mix of mobile gacha game with co-op play - widely 
receiving critical acclaim. With more than 5 mn pre-registrations outside of China, it is 
considered the largest international launch of a Chinese gaming title, ever. During the first week 
of release, it grossed USD 60 mn and ranked second in global mobile games. 
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Yet, challenges faced in other verticals – e.g., special characteristics of Chinese market, lack of 
localization – also leave attempts of Chinese gaming companies so far challenging. 
 

2020: Covid-19 and arrival of ByteDance 

Recovering from a disastrous 2018, 2019 was a relatively good year for China´s gaming industry, 
as major companies returned to growth. However, with 2020 came Covid-19. People stuck at 
home for a long during the times of work-from-home, spent much more time on their 
smartphones and playing games. This led to incredible results for many gaming companies. 
 

 

Figure 3: Gaming division revenues growth rate 2019 and Q2 2020 for leading gaming 
companies in % (Source: Company fillings) 

 

As the aforementioned Figure 2 shows, the three largest gaming companies – Tencent, NetEase, 
Perfect World – all experienced significant growth acceleration this year. The case of Tencent is 
especially remarkable, achieving a stunning growth rate of 42% in Q2 2020 which tops the 
FY2019 growth rate of about 10% easily. Also NetEase went from 16% in FY2019 to 21% in Q2 
2020, while Perfect World went from 26% in FY2019 to 48% in Q1 2020. On the contrary, 37 
Games experienced a significant slowdown in revenues, possibly driven by their game portfolio 
lifecycle management. 

With revenues, hiring has accelerated as well. However, disruptions have not been rare too, as 
major events of leagues such as LPL and KPL had to take place online. Also, industry forces 
continue to push for consolidation, as giants like Tencent and NetEase rapidly strengthen their 
grip on power with the networks they build for distribution. 
 

The most disruptive force in the Tech right now is ByteDance. Concerning its foray into gaming, 
ByteDance this year appointed its first dedicated CEO direct-report, Yan Shou. Another senior 
hire was achieved when in July it announced the arrival of Feng Weihao who previously ran the 
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World Electronic Sports Games (WESG), a gaming championship series organized by Alibaba´s 
AliSports. Yan´s group by now is estimated to employ more than 1000 people. Furthermore, we 
currently find 500+ job openings in Chinese and 15 in English language (including with focus on 
Japan, Southeast Asia, US) on ByteDance´s website. As we have found in our previous analysis, 
from ByteDance´s point of view, Gaming might be one of its most promising bets to keep the 
rapid growth going. 

ByteDance already maintains a gaming today (今日游戏) tab in the Toutiao app since 2018 and 

operates the Douyin Games account (抖音游戏) as well, where it also offers gaming mini-
programs since 2019. Initially focusing on third-party titles and distribution, in March 2020, it 
received its first game license for a game called Warrior Girl Parkour. ByteDance in summer then 
acquired exclusive distribution rights for a game of the popular Naruto series in China. External 
sources estimate that ByteDance will reach between USD 300-400 mn in non-advertising gaming 
revenues for 2020 (distribution and self-developed games combined). 
 

A number of major trends are reshaping the industry 
 

After exploding more than 10x within a decade and reaching more than 600 mn users, growth has 
been slowing in an industry, which, until recently, used to record high double-digits growth rates. 
Yet, with approvals for new games resuming since 2019 and a rapid acceleration driven by 
Covid-19 lock-down and work-from-home policies, the industry looks genuinely healthy. Still, a 
significant change is under way, catalyzed by a number of fresh trends in technology innovations, 
contents creation and monetization strategies which, when combined, are forcing companies to 
adjust their game design and operations. 
 

Technology 

Artificial intelligence is already an integral part of many games, ranging from bots to streaming 
moderation. Indeed, progress in artificial intelligence has been making games incrementally 
smarter and the user experience more and more personalized, but it is not considered a disruptive 
force. 

For long, there have been high expectations on how AR/VR would affect game design. However, 
so far, from both an hardware and a software perspective, the impact has been limited. In China, 
this is no different. Furthermore, with the majority of the market in mobile gaming, even the mid-
term impact might be more limited. 
 

Cloud-gaming, where processing runs on the cloud rather than on a local device, has been a major 
force for years. Projects like Google’s Stadia, Amazon Luna and Microsoft’s Project xCloud now 
show how also international gaming companies pursue this trend. Given the high share of mobile 
gaming, combined with many lower-end Android devices and expected swift rollout of 5G 
technology, this trend is in particular relevant for the Chinese market. Indeed, Tencent already in 
2019 opened up its cloud-gaming platform START for public testing; it also offers a service 
called Tencent Instant Play with Intel. Meanwhile, NetEase had teamed up with Huawei to 
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develop a cloud-gaming offering. 
 

Content 

In terms of content, there is certainly an ongoing rebalancing between MOBAs, MMORPGs, BR 
and casual games. Though, this balance is mostly driven by individual titles. Given the nature of 
game lifecycle management, China´s gaming giants remain under pressure to allow players to 
come back or launching new successful titles, with the former being the preferred choice. 
Tencent´s King of Honors was first launched in 2015. League of Legends dates back to 2009. 
NetEase´s Fantasy Westward Journey dates back to as much as 2001. PUBG Mobile was released 
in 2017. Considering this, game publishers are already extremely committed to advanced 
strategies for enriching content with monthly updates and new releases. Yet, many wonder what 
and when the next big hit will be. 

At the same time, China´s gaming giants evaluate which game types to take global. Across the 
largest economies at least 20% of the top 10 downloads are casual games and this percentage 
increases to 60% when considering rankings based on revenue. However, the preference for 
casual games is more predominant in Europe and North America for both downloads and 
monetization. In South America and Southeast Asia, this genre is more popular in the download 
rankings than for monetization. More companies are designing and launching new titles focusing 
on casual games, clearly one trend that has accelerated at least since 2019. On the other hand, it 
appears that the hype of BR games is following a downward trend. 
 

Monetization 

Multi-game subscription packages (monthly subscriptions for a set of games) have become a 
widely discussed subject in the industry. Western companies have been extremely aggressive and 
new players such as Apple (Apple Arcade) launched their offerings. However, in China things are 
slightly different as the vast majority of games are F2P and monetize via IAP, preferable play-to-
win and pay-to-win (e.g., battle pass). As a result, the impact of multi-game subscription 
offerings might be limited. 
 

In the larger scheme of things of the Internet, the video gaming industry stands out as an almost 
purely digital vertical with little interaction with the real world, requiring strong technical 
capabilities and smooth user experience to create closed systems of game design, publishing and 
operations – a true gaming universe, which is already reality in China today. 

  

After the 2018 SAPP gaming approval ban, the Chinese gaming market was never the same 
again. Despite Covid-19 though, overall China´s gaming giants looked stronger than ever before 
in 1H 2020. What we believe is that ByteDance´s foray into gaming so far looks promising 
through a combination of game distribution, self-developed titles and a championship event series 
- a feat many including Alibaba tried to achieve but failed in so far. In terms of major 
fundamental trends, the innovations under way in technology, content and monetization point 
towards optimization, rather than disruption. We believe that Genshin Impact might become a 
new chapter in the international efforts of Chinese gaming companies. 
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Ant Group (1/2): A short history of building the digital 
infrastructure for financial services 

By Caroline Lai and Matteo Pantalfini 
 

“If not now, when? If not me, who?” has always meant more than a tagline in Alibaba’s first job 
advertisement. It is a call of duty. Jack Ma’s proverb epitomizes the sense of ownership that each 
employee must possess. In hindsight, no other words can better depict the tech behemoth’s 
momentum: Ant Group is one of the most fascinating Chinese technology companies, controlling 
over 50% of China’s digital payment industry by processing RMB 118 tn (USD 17+ tn) last year. 
With this dominating position in China´s digital economy, the company´s upcoming IPO is 
expected to be the largest tech IPO in history. 
 

As the potentially largest startup IPO for 2020 and one of the only private financial service 
companies amongst all banks, Ant Group attracts much attention around the world. According to 
Bloomberg, the money expected to be raised for Ant Group IPO is up to USD 30 bn at an USD 
200-300 bn valuation, surpassing the USD 25 bn that Alibaba Group raised when it filed for IPO 
in 2014. It is a curious subject to explore the rise of the 蚂蚁集团 Ant Group, the digital 
technology arm of Alibaba Group. Founded in 2004 as Alipay, the earliest player in the back-then 
nascent digital payment industry in China, Ant Group now enjoys a 50% leading market share, 
only followed by a 40% market share of WeChat Wallet, the payment service of Tencent. 
 

Among all household tech firms' names covered by tech news, Ant Group’s July 20th 
announcement certainly wins the cover page for July, if not for the whole year. The tech giant is 
approaching a dual listing on both Shanghai STAR Market and Hong Kong HKEX with a target 
valuation of USD 200+ bn. Although COVID-19 has brought an economic downturn, 
interestingly, it has only had a limited impact on many Chinese tech companies' IPO plans. 2020 
owns the largest number of IPOs as Chinese companies have filed 174 IPOs, a 47% increase from 
2019. When combined, the stock exchanges in Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Shenzhen already 
overtook the Nasdaq and NYSE in USD bn of IPO proceeds in H1 2020. Much earlier than 
expected, China became the global prime destination for tech IPOs, at least for the time being. In 
June alone, JD.com and NetEase have successfully filed for homecomings on HKEX, the most 
popular platform for Chinese tech companies to file an IPO/secondary listing in Greater China. 
HKEX’s popularity stems from its relatively free capital flow, its international financial 
regulation, and Hong Kong’s reputation as a global financial hub on a par with London and New 
York. 
 

In this first part of the Ant Group series, we walk you through the zigzag growth of Ant Group 
since the very first stage in 2004. We will realize that the path undertaken by Ant Group was not 
a bed of roses, but an odyssey. 
 

Ant Group: A short history of building the digital infrastructure for financial services 
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Figure 1: Ant Group´s various products (Source: Sina) 

 

In its IPO Filings, Ant Group describes its grand vision, “To build the future digital infrastructure 
of services, and thereby bring about constant and incremental changes that are beneficial to the 
world.” However, when it was first established back in 2004, it only served as the tool to enable 
payments on Taobao. In this section, we will analyze the history of Ant Group to figure out how 
it arrived at such a grand vision. 
 

Third-party payment pioneer shaping regulation 
 

Ant Group’s origins date back to 2004 when Alipay was created in the days of the nascent e-
commerce industry to solve the trust issue between buyers and sellers in online transactions. Back 
then, PayPal was the only example of an online financial transaction platform with linking credit 
cards for payment. However, Taobao's user base then made it impossible for massive Chinese 
buyers and sellers to associate accounts with their bank accounts. Trust became the biggest 
challenge to attract customers. As a result, the leader of Taobao, Tongyu Sun, found that both 
buyers and sellers were afraid of losing their money in transactions, and that inspired him to 
initiate Alibaba's first third-party payment system with a secured transaction function. Taobao 
started to offer the third-party payment-secured-transactions option, where Taobao wired money 
to sellers once buyers confirmed they had received the product. Around 70% of stores on Taobao 
chose this secured transaction service, and Alibaba began to grow this service offering, that 
nowadays is known worldwide as Alipay (支付宝). 
 

However, the third-party payment system was illegal back then. Between 2003 and 2005, mainly 
state-owned banks ran the Chinese financial system, including all money transactions. Alibaba 
and Alipay had no legal authorization to initiate direct online payments. To process online 
payments on Alipay, customers had to jump to the banking payment website page first, which 
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caused multiple charges, false authorization and therefore, bad user experience. The rate of 
successful payments remained below 50% and became the most significant obstacle in keeping 
customers loyal to Alipay and Alibaba. There were two options for Alipay to choose from: if 
Alipay could not provide direct payment, it was going to lose users; if it were to keep insisting to 
launch its payment system, it might have faced legal problems. 
 

Alipay fell into the dilemma: it could either give up its payment service to comply with the 
regulation or play with the wolves to test the grey area – as we know now, Alibaba chose the 
latter one. Alipay started to hire people from the banking industry to soften the relationship 
between Alipay and banks and ask for smoother payment authorization from them. Some local 
banks began to work with Alipay, but that was only a temporary solution. As long as Alipay still 
did not receive a payment license from the Chinese government, it was in danger. In June 2010, 
to keep up with industry developments and after years of lobbying, eventually the central bank 
released 非金融机构支付服务管理办法 (The regulation policy for non-financial payment 
service) to legalize the third-party payment service. One year later, the Chinese government 
started to issue Payment Licenses. Alipay was among the first batch to receive the license, 
securing its position in the online financial payment industry. Back then, Softbank and Yahoo 
were major shareholders of Alibaba. Yet, the payment license could only be issued to an entity 
fully controlled by China Mainland shareholders. As a result, Alibaba decided to spin off Alipay 
from Alibaba, thus for practical matters rather than business logic. 
 

Once the license was issued, four major Chinese banks started to cooperate with Alipay, allowing 
customers to make the direct payment on Alipay without going through the complicated 
verification process of the bank in a separate pop-up. Alipay’s bank card registrations increased 
to 1 million overnights, and the rate of successfully completed payments increased to 90%. 
 

Other financial products around an e-commerce ecosystem 
 

With the hyper-growth of transaction volume on Taobao, it was almost a natural next step for 
Alipay to build products to serve the whole life cycle of customers. In 2013, Alipay developed a 
new financial savings product with a minimum deposit amount of just 1 RMB (0.15 USD). Many 
Taobao users realized they could park some of their savings on Alipay to pocket some extra 
money, rather than onto bank accounts with low interest rates. At the peak time, many 余额宝 
YuE Bao customers gained more than 6% in annual returns. 
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Figure 2: A consumer uses an Alipay service (Source: Visual China Group) 

 

The low minimum deposit (starting at 1 RMB), smooth user experience (same as online shopping 
on Alibaba), high interest rate (around 6%), and flexibility (daily withdrawal) meant that 余额宝 
attracted 180,000 users in a matter of just a few minutes, millions of users in the first six days, 
and over RMB 100 mn (USD 14.6 mn) AUM after one year. In April 2015, Alipay launched 花呗 

and 借呗, a virtual credit card for customers on Taobao to buy now and pay later and with a 
lower credit benchmark. By then, it became obvious where Ant Group could collect credit, rather 
than traditional banking credit system: with all purchasing and transaction information on 
Alibaba, customers could quickly get an individual credit score called Zhima Credit (芝麻信用), 
as shown below, to be eligible for certain loans from Alipay. 
 

 
Figure 3: Credit score rating (Source: Sina) 
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The nature of every platform, including Ant’s, is building connections between two or multiple 
sides. After gaining traffic and revenue from the customers' side, Ant Group continued to expand 
into the business side by issuing SME loans. With all the transaction information of one store’s 
selling data and user review data, Ant Group realized it could precisely identify business loan 
needs that banks were usually unwilling to satisfy. Ant started to provide loans to e-commerce 
stores with higher risk. In August 2015, Ant Group launched its e-commerce loan service 网商银

行 to give a smaller amount of loan to SMEs (micro loans). By doing that, both sides of an e-
commerce transaction and the whole life cycle management process were conducted on Ant 
Group's platform end-to-end. 

In the following years, by aiming to become more than a mere financial payment service 
provider, Ant Group closely analyzed emerging scenarios that happened in the sphere of 
Alibaba's ecosystem and devised innovative solutions. For example, Ant Group launched its 
service for "shipping insurance" to ensure on-time delivery. For all customers with Alipay 
accounts, Ant Group not only allows to pay living expenses on the Alipay app but also provides 
芝麻信用 Sesame score, the above-mentioned service for individuals to assess their 
creditworthiness. Until now, Ant Group has covered almost all aspects of one's financial needs 
and established its market-leading position in the online financial service market. 
 

Beyond financial services: The digital life platform 
 

During COVID-19’s peak in March, Ant Group announced its most crucial strategic change in 
the past 15 years: Ant Group would upgrade itself from a financial payment platform to a future 
digital life open platform as the next growth horizon. Ant Group aims to help more than 40 
million offline stores in China to advance the digitalization process with the support of Ant 
Group's 50,000 service providers ecosystem. The grand ambition of Ant Group is more than 
evident. 
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Figure 4: Ant announces a strategic shift (Source: Ant Group Media) 

 

Meanwhile, Ant Group continued developing new financial products to diversify 余额宝's market 
share and target audience. In March 2020, Ant Group started a collaboration with the world's 
biggest mutual fund, Vanguard, to develop a health insurance product for cancer. On July 13th, 
Ant Group released the "Golden Choice" section on Alipay to bring multiple and more 
sophisticated monetary products for Alipay users to choose from. In the stock market upswing 
during COVID-19, many retail investors participated through Ant´s platform. 
 

Furthermore, Ant Group is never slow in technology innovation. Intelligence Technology is one 
of the four pillars of Ant Group besides Mobile Payment, Digital Finance, and Globalization. On 
July 24th, 2020, the Ant Group blockchain brand upgraded to 蚂蚁链"Ant Chain", and already 
more than 100 million blockchain transactions have been registered by Ant Group in one single 
day. From 2015 to 2018, after the spin-off, Ant Group received multiple rounds of external 
financing, including from four leading insurance companies (i.e., China Life Insurance Company, 
Xinhua Insurance, Renmin Insurance, Pacific Insurance), as well as from foreign investors such 
as Temasek Holdings, Silver Lake, and Warburg Pincus. These investments serve more than 
capital injection but more robust supplier systems and more solid product development and are 
thus strategic in nature. 
 

Ant Group is taking concrete steps towards globalization, too. Ant Group publicly announced its 
ambition towards the global market in 2007 but did not establish an international business unit 
until 2012. Since 2016, Ant Group has invested in many local payment companies across the 
world. Now, Ant Group has offices in 14 countries, reached some sort of collaboration with 25 
countries, connects with 54 countries and regions' offline stores, and 35 countries' airports to 
provide direct tax refund services. It has developed nine local versions of the app in most 
Southeast Asian and Middle East markets, including TrueMoney in Thailand, GCahs in 
Philippine, TnGD（Touch'n GoDigital) in Malaysia, DANA in Indonesia, Paytm in India, 
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Easypaisa in Pakistan, bKash in Bangladesh, KakaoPay in South Korea and Alipay in HK. 
 

From the Taobao affiliated ant-sized payment function to a global leading fintech giant, it took 
Ant Group 16 years to become the foundation of Digital China. Looking back at the history, it 
becomes clear that Ant was an early pioneer in China Digital and emerged with the overall 
ecosystem and user/business demands. Unlike many other unicorns who rush to secondary market 
for hot money, Ant Group achieved profitability for years and waited for the right moment to go 
public. With the largest Tech IPO in history coming up, Ant Group is expected to fire up the 
Shanghai/Hong Kong stock markets. 
 

In the next part, we will zoom in to Ant Group’s financial performance and analyze the specifics 
around the IPO itself. 
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Ant Group (2/2): If not now, when? If not me, who? Ant 
Group is ready for the largest IPO in history  

By Caroline Lai and Matteo Pantalfini 
 

Ant Group has a sexy business story which primary markets love to hear: a trillion size payment 
market, a solid leading market share, and an impressive vision with its technology innovation. 
However, secondary markets investors look beyond business model and vision or mission to more 
fundamental financial figures. With a valuation between USD 200-300 bn, Ant Group has passed 
the test of investors in the stock market. In the second part of the Ant Group series, we will deep 
dive into the financial robustness of Ant Group to unveil its core business components and 
enormous payment ecosystem. 
 

One IPO to rule them all: Ant Group’s is the largest ever 
 

 

Source: Yicai Global 
 

After years of IPO rumors, Ant Group has now decided to go public. Based on its IPO filings, the 
group is not the ant its name suggests, but the largest elephant the primary market has ever seen. 

In the first part of the Ant Group series we outlined the conglomerate’s history and product 
developments. In this second part, we will probe its size and scale (also compared to PayPal), the 
revenue model and the financials supporting Ant Group’s colossal IPO. 
 

The massive size and scale of the business 
 

As per Fig. 1 below, Alipay is the core business of Ant Group, serving over 1 bn annual active 
users (AAUs), 711 mn monthly active users (MAUs) and counting, in total, RMB 118 tn (USD 
17.2 tn) of digital payments total payment volume (TPV) in mainland China. If you take a walk in 
any city in China, you will see the blue sign of Alipay in restaurants, shopping centers, and even 
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government counters. Many people joke that they can live without computer but not without 
Alipay. Not only in mainland China, but people in over 200 countries and regions are enjoying 
the services provided by Ant Group, with its widespread connections to more than 2,000 partner 
financial institutions (PFIs). On the B2B side, Ant Group has built a vast network with over 80 
mn merchant MAUs. More recently, Ant Group expanded its footprint beyond digital payments 
to include technology platform solutions for credit, investment and insurance services that further 
consolidate its digital infrastructure foundation.  
 

 

Source: Ant Group IPO filings 
 

To provide a benchmark for Ant Group’s massive size and scale, it is insightful to compare the 
Chinese giant to PayPal, the online payment system better known in the West. The latest financial 
reports suggest four crucial differences. First, despite a comparable total revenue of almost USD 
20 bn, Ant Group’s pace of growth (YoY) more than doubles PayPal’s +15%. Second, PayPal 
profitability, with a net margin of 13%, pales in comparison to Ant’s net margin touching 30%. 
Third, Ant Group can rely on a user base that PayPal can only dream of, as the latter records only 
326 mn active accounts. Last but not least, statistics of the revenues reveal the grand potential for 
geographic diversification that Ant Group possesses, as its revenues outside of China is just USD 
1 bn, while PayPal earns USD 2 bn in UK and USD 7 bn elsewhere, on top of the USD 10 bn 
from US. 
 

A robust revenue model for a full-fledged digital ecosystem surviving a pandemic 
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As we understand from the IPO prospectus, Ant Group’s business model consists of three main 
sources of revenue: digital payments and merchant services, digital finance technology platform, 
and innovation initiatives. 
 

Digital payments and merchant services are offered to merchants for commercial transactions (as 
well as for accepting payments from consumers) and to consumers for financial and personal 
transactions (money transfers, credit card repayments). Most of the revenue originates from 
transaction fees generated by platforms, based on a percentage of transaction volume from 
commercial transactions, mainly within China. Additional revenues are generated through 
merchant services. 
 

Digital finance technology platform solutions are offered to PFIs. These solutions are leveraged 
by PFIs to reach a wider customer base and to provide services in consumer and small and 
medium-sized businesses (SMB) credit (CreditTech), investments (InvestmentTech) and 
insurance (InsureTech). Most of the revenues originate from technology service fees. For 
CreditTech solutions, these fees are based on a percentage of the interest income linked to the 
balance of credit generated by PFIs. For InvestmentTech solutions, technology service fees 
depend on a percentage of the platform-enabled AUM of PFIs. Finally, for InsureTech solutions, 
these fees are formed on a percentage of the platform-enabled insurance premiums of PFIs. 
Technology service fees rates vary by products offered by PFIs. 
 

Innovation initiatives focus on the rapid deployment of groundbreaking technology services. 
Among these, AntChain was just introduced in 2019, but now it is already the largest productivity 
blockchain platform in China. 
 

Consumers and consumer spending and savings eventually drive all of Ant Group’s businesses. 
However, not even a once-in-a-century global health crisis seems to have succeeded in derailing 
Ant Group’s gigantic ambitions. Rather on the contrary, it pushed the Group further. Despite 
overall consumption being negatively affected (e.g. by lockdowns and social distancing measures, 
reduction in income and uncertainty about the pandemic and the economy), MAUs increased 
from 659 mn in December 2019 to 711 mn in June 2020; revenues increased by 38% from RMB 
52.5 bn (USD 7.7 bn) in H1 2019 to RMB 72.5 bn (USD 10.6 bn) in H1 2020; gross margin and 
operating margin increased from 46.4% and 8.1% in H1 2019, respectively, to 58.6% and 34.3% 
in H1 2020, respectively. 
 

Appropriate financials to head towards a USD 200+ bn valuation 
 

Ant Group’s results have shown its readiness for IPO. Fig. 2 gathers together the percentage 
changes for core financial data in H1 2020 vs. H1 2019 and in FY 2019 vs. FY 2018. As per Fig. 
2, this ant farm shows nothing but growth. The figures for the cost of services and for all the 
expenses are percentage changes in absolute terms, i.e. not based on revenues, while net margin is 
not a percentage change from one period to another, but the percentage in itself for the period. 
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Percentage changes for core financial data in H1 2020 vs. H1 2019 and in FY 2019 vs. FY 2018 

Source: Ant Group IPO filings 
 

Revenues from digital payments and merchant services topped RMB 26 bn (USD 3.8 bn), mainly 
driven by the growth in the number of and in the engagement by users but also by the launch of 
merchant services. This figure was only outshined by the RMB 28.6 bn (USD 4.2 bn) of revenues 
from the CreditTech platform, which benefited from higher balances of credit products (i.e., 
Huabei, Jiebei, Mybank Loan) and more partnerships with banks to fund these products. The 
RMB 11.3 bn (USD 1.6 bn) of revenues from the InvestmentTech platform reflected the higher 
technology services fees as a percentage of AUM generated by the strong growth in the balance 
of mutual funds enabled by the platforms Yu’ebao and Dalicai. The InsureTech platform, whose 
revenues in FY 2019 boomed 107% from the previous year, contributed with RMB 6.1 bn (USD 
891 mn) in H1 2020. This success was in virtue of the innovative mutual aid program, 
Xianghubao, and the increase in life and health insurance volume boosting the insurance 
premiums and contributions enabled by the platform. Finally, RMB 0.5 bn (USD 73 mn) 
originated from innovation initiatives, such as AntChain. 
 

Ant Group boasted a solid operational efficiency, as revenues outgrew costs. Cost of services as a 
percentage of revenues amounted to RMB 30 bn (USD 4.4 bn) and its decline from 54% to 41% 
was driven by the boost in transaction fees catalyzed by the larger TPV. Selling and marketing 
expenses had to be abated to RMB 6.1 bn (USD 891 mn) to compensate for last year’s hefty 
investments in user and merchant acquisitions, as well as in light of the impact of COVID-19. 
Lastly, general and administrative expenses dropped to RMB 3.7 bn (USD 540.4 mn), while the 
expenses allocated to research and development lifted to RMB 5.7 bn (USD 832.5 mn), mirroring 
Jack Ma’s focus on technological innovation since the early days of Alipay. 
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Gross profit increased by 74% to RMB 42.5 bn (USD 6.2 bn) in H1 2020 compared to H1 2019, 
raising income tax expense to RMB 2.5 bn (USD 365.1 mn), while the finance income, net, of 
RMB 0.5 bn (USD 73 mn) was the result of an increase in the average balance of Ant Group’s 
bank deposits and a decrease in the average outstanding balance of bank borrowings. 
 

To conclude the financial analysis, after accounting for all expenses, costs, and cash flow items, 
Ant Group reveals a staggering ability to turn its immense revenues into profit. Net margin, 2.5% 
in FY 2018 and 3.6% in H1 2019 soared, respectively, to 15% in FY 2019 and to 30.2% in H1 
2020.Ant Group is most definitely ready to go public. 
 

Timing: Financial markets send positive signals 

 

Several reasons are attributed to the decision of listing Ant Group on both STAR Market and 
HKEX. First of all, the STAR Market is the new showroom for Chinese tech companies in 
mainland China, other than the American NASDAQ. In the beginning, the STAR Market did not 
allow fintech startups to apply for IPO because these entities, whose nature is in between that of a 
financial company and a tech company, involve tighter regulation and higher risks. However, in 
March 2020, the Shanghai Stock Exchange released 上海证券交易所科创板企业发行上市申报

及推荐暂行规定(The temporary regulation for STAR Market IPO applications） and 
deliberately pointed out that "fintech companies" could now become qualified for a STAR 
Market IPO, making Ant Group eligible for IPO in mainland China. 
 

The gradual recovery of mainland China's stock market from COVID-19 also sends positive 
signals to Ant Group. Public data has shown that until July 21st, over 5 million new investors in 
A-shares were recorded in China, with a 47% YoY increase and the SSE Composite Index 
reaching over 3,100 points, a five-years peak. Furthermore, as the central bank continues working 
on the Digital Yuan and foreign players increasingly are obtaining regulatory approval for 
entering/taking full control, competition in both, digital payment and investment offerings is 
heating up. 

HKEX has also shown positive signals towards tech companies. The stock exchange has 
implemented changes from 2018, allowing multi-class share structures that provide key 
shareholders (such as founders) with stronger voting rights, as preferred by many tech giants. 
With Alibaba, Xiaomi, JD.com, and NetEase's successful dual listings in Hong Kong, Ant Group 
has multiple benchmarks to rely on for its valuation. Meanwhile, following the announcement of 
Ant´s IPO plans, the Hang Seng Index announced the introduction of the Hang Seng Tech Index 
by upgrading the tech affiliates of HKEX. This move is expected to bring more diversity and 
innovation to Hong Kong’s internationally reputable financial market. 

Thus, despite the shadows of geopolitical turmoil and the cloudy condition of the global 
economy, Ant Group likely found a promising place and timing for its IPO. 
 

From the early days of starting out as a third-party payment provider to support the business of 
Taobao until today, Ant Group successfully captured more than 50% of the digital payments 
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markets and expanded beyond into CreditTech, InvestmentTech and InsureTech to become a full-
fledged FinTech service provider. Nevertheless, it did not stop there: it emerged into other digital 
services, including blockchain, IoT, AI and also engaged in international business. It already 
matches PayPal in many of the key metrics but continues growing fast. COVID-19 exposed how 
much more growth there is ahead for Ant as it provides the infrastructure layer of China´s digital 
economy. Thus, the importance of Ant cannot be understated. With this development, Ant 
became an inspiration for many aspiring FinTechs and digital service providers around the world. 
As Ant Group aims to raise USD 30+ bn at a USD 200-300 bn valuation, it only seems fair that 
the company will accomplish the biggest tech IPO in history. That it picked Shanghai/Hong Kong 
as its destination for this historic move, shows the increasing independence of China from the US. 
Overall, the stars seem aligned for a successful IPO. 
 

Roller-coaster ride and more uncertainty laid in the future for fintech in China  

 

To all analyst’s surprise, Ant Group’s IPO was suspended on November 3rd because of 
regulatory issues. The breaking news followed prior day’s meeting of Jack Ma, Chairman Eric 
Jing and Chief Executive Simon Hu with spokespeople for important regulatory bodies. 
 

The talk presumably addressed Ant’s falling short of expectations in complying with the newly 
introduced “Interim Rules on Online Micro Loan Business”《网络小额贷款业务管理暂行办

法》. The draft rules put a cap on lending amounts to individual borrowers, as well as the 
leverage level. Moreover, online lenders like Ant will be required to shoulder default risks 
together with banks. 

The regulators observed that Alipay’s Huabei, Jingdong’s Baitiao and Suning’s Ren Xing Fu are 
not different from bank-issued credit cards. Also, Alipay’s Jiebei, Jingdong’s Jintiao and 
WeBank’s Welidai correspond to banks’ microloan products. Essentially, the regulators pointed 
out that fintech products are, first and foremost, financial products. 
 

According to them, the consequence is twofold. First, compared to standardly licensed financial 
institutions, fintech companies tend to form excessive credits to stimulate advanced consumption 
from vulnerable consumers (low-income groups and young people). Second, because of their 
half-technological and half-financial genes, these hybrid beasts have been taking advantage of the 
previous lack of regulations in order to compete unfairly with licensed financial institutions.  

The timing of these rules’ issuance comes with the realization that Ant’s 2017-2020 revenues 
breakdown is crystal-clear evidence for its faster-than-expected metamorphosis from payment 
empire to financing juggernaut. 
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Source: CGTN 
 

From the early days of starting out as a third-party payment provider to support the business of 
Taobao until today, Ant Group successfully captured more than 50% of the digital payments 
markets and expanded beyond into CreditTech, InvestmentTech and InsureTech to become a full-
fledged FinTech service provider. Nevertheless, it did not stop there: it emerged into other digital 
services, including blockchain, IoT, AI and also engaged in international business. It already 
matches PayPal in many of the key metrics but continues growing fast. COVID-19 exposed how 
much more growth there is ahead for Ant as it provides the infrastructure layer of China´s digital 
economy. Thus, the importance of Ant cannot be understated. With this development, Ant 
became an inspiration for many aspiring FinTechs and digital service providers around the world. 
As Ant Group aims to raise USD 30+ bn at a USD 200-300 bn valuation, it only seems fair that 
the company will accomplish the biggest tech IPO in history, regardless of when this will happen: 
the recent suspension of the IPO can even be an opportunity for both China and Ant. On one 
hand, China’s willingness and ability to put systems in place to ensure systemic risks-free 
financial innovation help raise investors’ confidence in its financial stability. On the other hand, 
Ant Group can buy time to re-calibrate its financing business and come back to the market with a 
better capacity to fulfill its mission: building the ultimate platform for financial inclusion. Last 
but not least, Ant’s picking of Shanghai and Hong Kong as its destinations for this historic move 
shows the increasing independence of China from the US.  
 

Overall, the stars seem aligned for a successful IPO. 

Supplementary information: due to regulatory changes, the Ant Group IPO was postponed on 
August 25, days before it was set to take place. 
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ByteDance´s path of breaking into the top tier of China Tech 
(1/2): A closer look at the core business 

By Cedric Jaeger and Alexander Kremer 
 

ByteDance successfully reached an astonishing 100 billion USD valuation in private markets by 
achieving a leading position in China's advertising market. But for how long can the fast growth 
continue? And will it be enough to join Alibaba and Tencent?  
 

In this two-part series, we first investigate how ByteDance was able to reach a leading position in 
the Chinese advertising market within just 8 years but how this likely also limits growth prospects 
in the core business at home. Part two then focuses on new potential growth avenues that 
ByteDance already embarked on and evaluates the prospect for success. 
 

ByteDance continues dominating the headlines this year. It started with increased usage during 
Q1 with the world in lockdown and continued in May with the announcement of hiring Kevin 
Mayer as the new global CEO of TikTok and Group COO. However, just shortly after, TikTok, 
among 59 other Chinese apps, got banned from Indian app stores. To make matters worse, since 
late summer there has been a US White House effort underway banning TikTok from US soil, 
which might have a damaging impact on other developed markets as well. Moreover, Japan 
started considering a ban on TikTok in late July, according to reports. As a result, Microsoft and 
ByteDance have been negotiating to carve-out TikTok for English-speaking countries at a USD 
30-50 bn price tag over the last few days. 
 

A leak reported by Reuters in June now shines some light on the inner revenue planning of 
ByteDance. After stellar revenue growth from USD 7.4 to USD 20 bn in 2019 (+170%), the 
company aims for a modest 40% growth rate in 2020 to reach USD 28 bn. It is largely believed 
that 90%+ of those revenues came from the Chinese market. 
 

 

Figure 1 
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To put things into perspective, Tencent, the company behind WeChat, achieved 21% revenue 
growth in 2019. Alibaba, the largest player in the ads industry, got to 35% growth in its last full 
business year. Both competitors though also have several revenue streams outside the advertising 
business (Tencent: 20% ads, Alibaba: 40% ads). Baidu in comparison, almost fully relying on 
advertising (circa 75%) and going through a corporate restructuring, only grew 2% in fiscal 2019. 
 

The significantly reduced growth expectation, compared to 2019, made many wonder about what 
causes the massive slow-down for ByteDance and where future growth might come from for one 
of the world´s highest-valued pre-IPO companies. ByteDance so far maintained a rare feature 
among the new generation of Chinese tech companies: it did not receive any investment from 
either Alibaba and Tencent but rather emerged as a fierce competitor in the advertising space. 
This poses a question then: Will ByteDance be able to join the ranks of Alibaba and Tencent with 
USD 700 bn in market cap, or is it going to join the likes of Meituan, Pinduoduo and JD.com at 
USD 100 bn? Reflecting on past achievements and new growth expectations, the time seems right 
to take a step back and take a deep look into ByteDance´s core business. 
 

The Rapid Rise of ByteDance 
 

Today, ByteDance is worth more than USD 100 billion. This estimation is based on recent private 
trades and represents at least a 33% increase from its USD 75 billion valuation during a major 
funding round two years ago. ByteDance counts Sequoia, Softbank, Hillhouse, KKR and General 
Atlantic among its investors. In only 8 years, the company has risen to one of the highest 
valuations in private markets in the last decade - only topped by Alibaba and Ant Financial 
(valued between USD 150-200 bn and to IPO in Q3 this year). Looking at comparable public 
companies, ByteDance has already surpassed Twitter and Snapchat in terms of valuation. 
 

Within its peer group, it becomes clear why ByteDance’s growth amazed investors so much. No 
other comparable company has reached such a high revenue number within just 8 years. To be 
fair, also (online) advertising markets were not that large around that time many of the 
competitors were established, yet this is truly the major achievement of ByteDance. 
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Figure 2 

 

However, while many peers did not achieve the same scale of business within a matter of eight 
years, Tencent and Alibaba both eventually turned out to be USD 50+ bn revenue companies. 
Baidu, almost entirely relying on ads, stands at USD 15 bn revenue though. American 
counterparts like Google stand at USD 160+ and Facebook at USD 70 bn. This clearly raises the 
question of potential future growth for ByteDance and whether it can join those ranks. 

Besides the future growth prospect, the question arises whether the current valuation of 
ByteDance is justified given revenues of USD 20 bn and a net income of USD 3 bn. 
 

 

Figure 3 
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Simple multiple analysis (Figure 3) indicates a fair valuation based on current revenue. 
ByteDance’s revenue multiple of 5.0 is in line with Alphabet’s as well as Weibo’s but undercuts 
Snap, Twitter, Facebook, and Tencent - all beyond 8. That indicates further room to increase, 
even just at the current revenue level. ByteDance´s 2020 40% growth target still looks ambitious, 
compared to its peers. 
 

A look at the only available profitability multiple - based on net income - places ByteDance 
above its peers but still in the proximity of Facebook and Tencent, potentially indicating an 
expectation for further improvement. 
 

Overall, let´s not forget though that valuations reflect in essence future expectations. Taking this 
into account, ByteDance’s valuation seems reasonable with open questions regarding profitability 
and cost control. Reaching the scale of a true Tech giant e.g. Facebook, Alphabet, Alibaba, or 
Tencent, however, requires further aggressive growth for many years – and beyond the 40% 
target for this year. 
 

The interesting question then becomes, how much room for future growth there is in the original 
core products of ByteDance. Based on usage, only news aggregator Toutiao (115 mn DAU in 
August 2019), and the original, Chinese version of TikTok, Douyin (320 million DAU in July 
2019), are considered core products. These two products account for the lion´s share of Chinese 
revenues. Xigua Video, a Netflix-like product with 55 mn DAU, and other smaller products are 
not considered core business at this point and will only be included in the second part of the 
series. 
 

What ByteDance got right 
 

Toutiao 

Toutiao is ByteDance’s first product, launched only five months after the current CEO Yiming 
Zhang founded the company in 2012 that since became known as a super app factory. As a news 
aggregator, it serves targeted content and ads comparable to the Facebook news feed – except the 
content from friends. Although the app already peaked in mid-2018 at around 200 mn DAU’s, it 
remains highly relevant given that users spend on average 74 minutes in the app per day - nearly 
twice as long as Instagram and Snapchat and 50% longer than in Facebook. As monetization 
potential is directly linked to the duration users are spending in an app, this fact is highly relevant. 
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Figure 4 
 

Its success can be attributed to a variety of factors including the favorable competitive 
environment during launch, an addictive product, advanced targeting functionality for advertisers, 
and an efficient go-to-market strategy. 
 

At the time of Toutiao’s launch, China's online news market mainly consisted of censored, state-
controlled web portals like Sina and Sohu that offered lengthy articles, clearly optimized for 
desktop. Yiming Zhang exploited that situation by building a news product that is optimized for 
mobile by shortening existing pieces and changing titles as well as cover images. By targeting 
content based on individual user behavior, he achieved read rates of 80% per article without 
incurring the cost for traditional editors. Over the years, the superiority of the offered product was 
protected by attracting a large base of exclusive contributors through a revenue-sharing model. 
Such variable compensation further decreased the risk and fixed cost incurred by the platform 
owner Toutiao. From the perspective of advertisers, the company’s capabilities in targeting and 
its wealthy user base in Tier 1 and 2 cities made it particularly attractive. Meituan (largest food 
delivery company), for instance, spends 50% of its ad budget on Toutiao as of July 2019 
(followed by Douyin 30% and WeChat with only 3%). Beyond sheer product attractiveness, 
ByteDance got its first product of the ground exceptionally quickly with 10 million users in only 
3 months. This was possible by seeding the app through Weibo (Chinese version of Twitter) 
influencers and allowing an uncomplicated login with the users’ existing Weibo or Sina accounts. 
 

Overall, Toutiao is considered one of the high-margin products in ByteDance’s portfolio. It 
already turned a profit in 2015 with USD 220 mn in revenue and has so far managed to 

successfully compete against similar products launched by Baidu, Tencent and Alibaba. 
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Nevertheless, Toutiao has reached maturity in 2018 and ByteDance’s future growth will need to 
come from new products. As a result, it is also unlikely to have contributed to the recent increase 
in valuation. 
 

Douyin 

Douyin, ByteDance’s second core product, was first launched in late 2016 leveraging the 
distribution and AI capabilities the company had built up with Toutiao. The short-video app was 
originally called A.me and is widely known as TikTok outside of china (note that the 
international expansion of Douyin starting 2017 will be covered later in the analysis). In China, 
Douyin not only expanded ByteDance’s video ad inventory but allowed it to diversify its largely 
male user base and introduce further possibilities for monetization. 
 

Looking at the drivers behind its phenomenal success of reaching more than 400 million monthly 
active users in two years, reveals similarities to the companies first big hit: Toutiao. Again, 
superior product design and an aggressive growth strategy appear to be the driving factors. 
 

 

Figure 5 
 

ByteDance’s product design decisions can be broken down into the following three categories. 

First, Douyin utilizes the entire screen of mobile devices for video compared to only 16% for 
WeChat and 31% for Instagram. The intelligent overlay of menus and intuitive swiping motions 
in Douyin show, again, ByteDance’s capabilities in mobile-first software design. 
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Figure 6 (Technode) 
 

Second, the chosen format of short video clips - originally 15 seconds, now up to 120 seconds on 
Douyin - is not only very suitable for mobile consumption due to a fast dopamine release but 
makes it much easier to create content given that shooting and editing can easily be done on 
mobile. Furthermore, bite-sized content translates to more content units per session (200+ units 
on Douyin/TikTok, 100+ on Instagram, 50-75 on Twitter, and only 3-5 on YouTube) which in 
turn generates more data points to train the recommendation algorithm on. 
 

Third, Douyin appears to be a bit more of an entertainment platform than a social media app. It 
simply does not build as much on interaction with other users but instead presents users with 
hyper-personalized content without even requiring an account. Rather than users curating the 
content, Douyin automates this step by putting its AI recommendation engine at the product’s 
core. This has the advantage of avoiding context collapse and allows seamlessly mixing in ads 
(Douyin, unlike Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, never had a chronological feed). 
 

With respect to its growth strategy, Douyin implement a variety of tactics to attract both creators 
and consumers to its platform: 
 

Besides regular paid partnerships in the seeding phase, creators were initially drawn in by 
superior video editing functionality. App policy, however, forced creators that used Douyin for 
this reason only to post content before being able to export with a watermark, later driving traffic 
back. Furthermore, influencers are given support beyond the industry standard with weekly 
content suggestions and personal product demos. For new content creators, Douyin is particularly 
interesting given the intelligent allocation of social capital of the app and algorithms that would 
give high-quality content the chance to go viral irrespective of a user’s current following. 
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On the consumer side, ByteDance made sure to establish a viral loop by heavily promoting the 
sharing functionality in-app and allowing receiving users to consume content without an account 
and even without the app as Douyin is optimized for the mobile web. Based on the device ID, a 
preference profile is then created in case of a future download. The sharing loop was so 
successful that Tencent intervened by blocking access to Douyin videos shared by users on 
WeChat. 

Today, Douyin has approximately 550 million MAU and 400 million DAU. Comparing these 
numbers with the historical growth in Figure 4 shows flattening growth. Especially the MAU 
metric developed as expected, following the s-curve shape typical for technological adoption. The 
relatively high number of DAU’s came as a surprise to some analysts given that Douyin 
outperformed expectations in terms of user stickiness (DAU/MAU). 
 

Future room for growth in core products 
 

With flattening growth in both core products, one might ask about the root cause of this 
development and whether substantial future growth can still be unlocked. To answer this 
question, there are three drivers to consider: 1. Users 2. Usage per user 3. Monetization. 
 

1. More Users 

In terms of users, the most recent company-wide figures are 1.5 bn MAU and 700 mn DAU in 
July 2019. This represents an increase in MAU of 500 mn in only 6 months. Moreover, Sensor 
Tower estimates 500 million new downloads in Q1 2020 alone putting ByteDance only after 
Google and Facebook. Despite the early international expansion, China remains the biggest 
market for ByteDance with 115 mn DAU on Toutiao (August 2019), and 320 million DAU on 
Douyin (July 2019). Ignoring the overlap in users between the two apps, they represented 62% of 
the total DAU. 

In terms of mobile penetration, ByteDance still has room to grow as is shown in Figure 7. 
 

 

Figure 7 
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However, with its focus on bigger cities, this gap could also be explained by differences in target 
groups. This, in turn, could make further growth with the existing product offerings difficult for 
ByteDance. 
 

2. More Usage per User 

Both in terms of average daily usage duration and user stickiness, ByteDance is already 
performing extremely well. As mentioned earlier, users spend on average 74 minutes per day on 
Toutiao and consume 200+ content units in an average Douyin session. Furthermore, the DAU to 
MAU ratio of Douyin is far exceeding the industry standard of around 50% with a strong 70%. 
 

3. Better Monetization 

Monetization is closely linked to advertising budgets and therefore overall demand for ads. As 
Figure 8 shows, ByteDance’s domestic market share has skyrocketed from 5% to 22% in two 
years due to competitive offerings in both news (Toutiao) and social media (Douyin). 
 

 

Figure 8 (Totem Media) 
 

Despite this initial success and having reached a significant market share, ByteDance now faces 
increasing levels of competitive pressure in an almost stagnant market with an estimated growth 
rate of only 3.6% in 2020. Baidu is eager to fight back and Tencent continues trying to win back 
market share as well. Also, gaining more market share from offline advertising will be hard, 
given the already high advertising online penetration in China (way above 60%). 
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On the supply side, ByteDance has both the option to increase ad load and to add new ad types. 
Currently, its core products have an ad load of approximately 2.5% (ratio of ads to other content), 
which is at the lower end of the competitive spectrum. In the future, an increase of up to 4.0% can 
be expected. Naturally, such a decision comes with a negative effect on user experience which 
might lead to users switching to other platforms. So far, the management’s priority is user growth. 

In terms of ad types, Douyin offers stationary and dynamic ads during initial app opening, single 
page or native in-feed ads as well as full campaigns. More recent formats include e-commerce 
integration, AR ads, and donation stickers. Embedded e-commerce allows creators to post 
shoppable videos linked through Alibaba’s Taobao store while taking a 1% cut in fees for 
ByteDance. Said stickers are being used for tipping creators while training users to transact in the 
app. Influencer marketing is further facilitated by the so-called Creator Marketplace, a platform 
that connects companies and popular creators. Expanding into e-commerce will allow ByteDance 
to obtain access to a new use case directly linked to (e-commerce) purchase conversion, and 
might eat a bit into the market share of Alibaba, JD.com and the likes. 
 

Tweaks to the already-advanced real-time-bidding mechanism (“programmatic”) might further 
increase the monetization by a few percentage points as well but potentially hamper conversion 
rates. 
 

At the crossroads: join AT or MPJ? 

The stories behind Toutiao and Douyin clearly show ByteDance’s super app factory´s capability 
of creating disruptive, mobile-first products and successfully launching them in networked 
markets with strong competition. Recent news reports on leaks from internal revenue targets 
suggests that ByteDance lacks revenue streams to keep the massive growth from previous years 
up. 
 

Despite the sky-high valuation, the current revenue multiple applied to ByteDance seems 
reasonable compared to peers, according to our analysis. At the current numbers, a further 
increase in valuation would still be possible. The amazement and questioning come from the 
speed at which ByteDance reached these revenue numbers. However, growth prospects in the 
core product portfolio seem limited. In terms of users, there is still some room to grow 
penetration among users in China but recent numbers suggest a platooning. In terms of usage 
intensity, ByteDance products already show an intense usage paired with high stickiness. 
Considering the Chinese ads market will only grow a mere 3.6% this year, major growth must 
come from increasing ad loads and opening up new ad use cases such as e-commerce direct 
conversion. That highlights the need for ByteDance to pursue new growth avenues outside the 
core business. However, if not for growth in the core business, ByteDance still has plenty of room 
to improve profitability further. 
 

Keeping that in mind, ByteDance now stands at the crossroads. It has the potential to emerge into 
the league of Tencent and Alibaba (tier 1) both at almost USD 700 bn market cap, or it remains in 
the league of Meituan, Pinduoduo and JD.com (tier 2) which each reached beyond USD 100 bn in 
market cap. Given the lack of future growth potential in its core business, a major challenge 
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arises. The company has to show that it can replicate past successes - even in verticals outside of 
news and social media, or in markets outside of China, to open up new revenue streams with high 
growth rates. 
 

As it turns out, after years of success, 2020/2021 will be extremely challenging years for one of 
the hottest pre-IPO companies right now. It might be the year determining whether or not 
ByteDance is able to break into the China Big Tech duopoly Alibaba/Tencent. The next part of 
this series decomposes ByteDance’s complex growth portfolio and evaluates its likelihood of 
helping to achieve this target. 
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ByteDance´s path of breaking into the top tier of China Tech 
(2/2): Decomposing the portfolio of growth initiatives 

By Cedric Jaeger and Alexander Kremer 
 

ByteDance successfully reached an astonishing 100 billion USD valuation in private markets by 
achieving a leading position in China´s advertising market. But as growth slows at home, 
ByteDance has to find new avenues of growth. Will it be enough to break into the ranks of 
Alibaba and Tencent? 
 

In the first part of this series, we investigated how ByteDance was able to reach a leading 
position in the Chinese advertising market within just 8 years, justifying its high valuation as one 
of the world´s highest-valued pre-IPO companies. Simultaneously, we identified the already-high 
market share as a potential limitation for future growth, leading to a decline in the revenue 
growth rate from 150% in 2019 to around 40% in 2020 (target). This is putting high importance 
on new initiatives and international expansion. Thus, part two of our series is going to focus on 
new potential growth avenues that ByteDance already embarked on and evaluates the prospect 
for success. 
 

In our analysis, we conclude that ByteDance launched a large series of new growth initiatives 
starting from around 2019 onwards, probably foreseeing an upcoming slowdown in the Chinese 
core business. Since then, ByteDance has been following a portfolio approach to its numerous 
products. Moreover, we conclude that in the short-term, TikTok in the US (and partly in Europe) 
will most likely bring new revenue growth. Last, we believe that gaming will be a major driver for 
future revenue growth in the mid-term. 
 

ByteDance has become a lively debated company over the course of this year. Established in 
2012, it emerged into the spotlight in Western media only after its international short-video 
product TikTok achieved around 100 mn MAU in the US during the Covid-19 pandemic, with 
people stuck at home during the lockdown. 
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Figure 1: 12 Months Global Search Trends (Source: Google Trends) 
 

The last months were dominated by the arrival and departure of Kevin Mayer, then CEO of 
TikTok and COO of ByteDance; as well as the ongoing sale/carve-out of the US business due to a 
possible ban. Furthermore, apps of ByteDance have been blocked in India since the border 
dispute between China and India escalated over the summer. With all the heated debate, it is easy 
to lose track of what strategic direction the “Super App Factory” is taking for the overall 
business. 

Consequently, in the following, we will decompose ByteDance’s complex growth portfolio and 
analyze its individual components. Tying the results to our understanding of the company’s 
product philosophy, development capabilities and past GTM strategies – as elaborated on in the 
first part – will allow us to judge its likelihood of success. 
 

ByteDance’s Growth Portfolio 

ByteDance’s growth initiatives can be broken down into four categories: 

1. Strengthening its core business inside of China (e.g., Douyin, Toutiao); 

2. Expanding its industry scope in China (e.g., education, consumer finance); 

3. Growing news/social platforms outside of China (e.g., TikTok, Helo); 

4. Diversifying abroad with product types that have not been introduced in China before 
(e.g., music streaming). 
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Figure 2: ByteDance's portfolio of growth initiatives 
 

Mapping out key products and their performance in different regions, a couple of interesting 
patterns emerge (see Figure 2). First, growth initiatives outside of ByteDance’s core business 
have mostly been launched within the last year, likely as a response to the slowing growth in the 
core business. We also find that ByteDance usually first aims to grow a user base and then starts 
to consider monetization. Second, products are, whenever possible, first designed, launched, and 
optimized in China before deploying them in foreign markets. Third, if a product is first launched 
abroad, it is likely that there is a good reason for it, e.g. Resso, a music streaming service, was 
unlikely to succeed in China given the strong competition from the likes of Tencent and NetEase. 
Overall, we find that ByteDance is following a portfolio approach to its numerous products. 

Together, these patterns give us a glimpse of ByteDance’s overall growth strategy. In order to 
better understand these four branches, we will now take a closer look at each quadrant 
individually. 
 

1) Increasing market penetration in China with (adding functionality to) existing products 

The most obvious way of boosting revenue is to further penetrate into the existing core business. 
In ByteDance’s case, this would concern mainly Douyin and Toutiao, its Chinese social media 
and news platforms. As we have elaborated in the first part of our series, most growth in this 
segment will come from a higher ads load and introducing new advertising use cases. The 
potential in terms of user growth and higher usage intensity is limited due to an already 
formidable performance and high penetration of ByteDance. Moreover, the Chinese (digital) 
advertising market is growing at an overall slow pace of a mere 3.6% this year, further 
constrained by Covid-19 pressure on advertising budgets. 
 

Allowing direct e-commerce conversion from short videos/live-streams has been an initiative of 
major importance for ByteDance at least since 2018 and it has since started a new internal 
division to oversee this project across platforms. Pushing further into local e-commerce direct 
conversion has two potential streams on the revenue side: 1) charge commissions on transactions, 
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2) expand advertising offering from branding closer to conversion. However, despite all the years 
and resources poured into this, the customer experience of buying directly from Douyin, for 
instance, remains far from smooth. Looking at this initiative from the brand side, it is 
questionable how convincing it is to yet maintain another platform – next to Taobao/Tmall, 
JD.com, Pinduoduo – when brands can already drive sales to their shops on the major e-
commerce platforms from ByteDance´s products. However, being at the source of the traffic, 
ByteDance has a lot of power to control the flow of it. 
 

Beyond Douyin and Toutiao, ByteDance has conquered adjacent content types in its local market, 
most notably through Xigua Video (“Watermelon Video” in English). Despite an impressive 
usage duration of 70 minutes per day, the Netflix-like service only caters to 55 million DAU’s 
compared to 400 million on Douyin and 120 million on Toutiao. The growth rate in this industry 
remains high. Bilibli, for instance, continues seeing revenue growth of 60%+ in 2020. In terms of 
growth expectations for Xigua though, the prospects do not seem overly promising given 
extremely strong and resourceful competitors of bespoke Bilibili and Huya in an industry with 
strong network effects. Additionally, Xigua does not bring in strong extra value for users. Yet, 
despite all of this, recent deals with individual content creators and major local and international 
content studios show some positive traction for the service. An ever-stronger integration with 
Douyin, Toutiao and other services could certainly add to the user experience and advertising 
ROI alike. 
 

2) Expanding into new verticals in China 

As shown in the bottom right quadrant of Figure 2, launching products and services fairly 
unrelated to news and social is yet another way of improving top-line growth. Our analysis 
revealed significant activity in several additional sectors. 
 

First: Gaming. ByteDance has been very vocal about entering gaming. Through a combination of 
organic and inorganic growth, its gaming division has now surpassed 1,000 employees. We also 
found that there are currently more than 500 job openings for the gaming group. Whether via 
acquisition or self-developed titles, ByteDance’s mobile games have so far been extremely 
successful. On the first day of the Chinese Lunar New Year, the 25 January 2020, three of the top 
five free mobile games published were by ByteDance. While most of its developers are based in 
China, initial successes abroad like the free iOS game “Combat of Hero” in Japan (most 
downloaded in March) show potential for internationalization despite the industry-specific 
challenge of localization. The very fact that China is not only leading in gaming revenues but also 
in terms of mobile gaming globally, accounting for almost 40% of the total global market in 
terms of sales, certainly plays into the efforts of ByteDance. As proven several times, ByteDance 
can leverage its vast network of other apps to drive traffic to new offerings and has developed a 
set of capabilities to develop mobile-only applications. Indeed, Tencent originally also started out 
with social (QQ) and then launched its foray into gaming. External sources estimate that 
ByteDance might achieve USD 300-400 mn in non-advertising gaming revenues in 2020 through 
a combination of distribution and self-developed titles. 
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Figure 3: Global gaming revenues 2019 by region in USD (Source: Newzoo) 
 

Second: Consumer Finance. For platform players with billions of users, financial products and 
services offer substantial monetization potential. As a result, Alibaba and Tencent have entered 
this space years ago and built up a moat. This, however, has not discouraged ByteDance to launch 
Manfen in October 2019. Manfen is an independent app, offering consumer credit while linking 
back to Fangxinjie, Toutiao’s loan feature. Furthermore, Toutiao offers a number of medical 
insurance products. We believe that ByteDance will find ways to push this offering further as it 
provides more applications, including e-commerce. 
 

Third: Education. Education is a huge industry in China due to hundreds of millions of parents 
pouring thousands of yuan every month into extra activities to increase the odds of their kids 
succeeding at the critical Gaokao (university entrance examination). However, the industry is still 
mostly analog and new digital-first education ventures have only been emerging during the last 
10 years. With Chen Lin, the former CEO of Toutiao, now in charge of new ventures and plans to 
hire ten thousand new employees in the education vertical, ByteDance sets a clear priority in this 
segment after some unsuccessful attempts in the past. Gogokid, for instance, was launched in 
2018 as an English-learning platform, only to lay off 70% of its staff in April of the same year. 
The company’s most recent public product release was that of Qingbei Wangxiao in May 2019. 
So far, the K-12 online education portal has only had mediocre success. Moreover, ByteDance 
invested in start-up institution Minerva. Despite this poor track record, ByteDance's strong 
commitment and the continued industry user growth rates of 20%+ per year show that there is 
more potential. 
 

Fourth: Messaging. Developing a messaging product appears to be another high priority but has 
proven difficult because of intense competition. Tencent, for example, removed Duoshan, a 
Snapchat-like messaging app from its popular app store YingYongBao after an initially 
successful launch in early 2019. Another attempt was through an application called Feiliao, or 
Flipchat in English. Launched in May 2019, the messenger-forum hybrid has seen some success 
but remains in a niche position compared to the dominating force WeChat. Efforts to leverage 
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Douyin’s substantial user base by offering direct messaging have shown to be a compliment 
rather than a substitute for traditional communication products. 
 

Fifth: Hardware. ByteDance launched a low-end Android handset in China in 2019. The device 
comes pre-loaded with its suite of apps and the first iteration of an “AI-first” operating system. 
Consequently, revenue will not only come from hardware sales but the additional distribution 
channel for all of its apps. The handset eventually could offer extra-value to consumers if it 
combines the dozens of services ByteDance has to offer exclusively. However, many must feel 
remembered of the HTC First, also called “the Facebook phone”, which was later considered 
dead on arrival for several reasons ranging from pricing to competition and lack of 
differentiation. Amazon´s Fire phone is yet another failed experiment. We believe the fate of 
ByteDance´s handset is likely to be the same. 
 

Sixth: Workplace Productivity. It is a well-known fact that China´s domestic B2B software 
industry is behind in competitive services and products. As a result, China´s companies often lack 
efficient and reliable internal structures. ByteDance attempts to contribute to filling this gap with 
Feishu (English: Lark), a workplace productivity tool which offers document management, 
massaging, video conferencing and many other features. Originally launched as an internal tool in 
2018, it followed the path of Alibaba´s DingTalk or JD.com´s DongDong to be offered to 
external customers as well. Despite an increased usage as a result of Covid-19, Feishu is way 
behind competitors DingTalk and Wechat Work (less than 1 mio MAU as of Feb 2020). Also, 
Lark´s success in international markets has been very limited. However, globally this market 
certainly is expected to grow rapidly in the coming years and there is space for more workplace 
productivity tools in it. Yet, as many other examples show, monetizing this type of service 
remains a major challenge. With Feishu/Lark offered free of charge for now, a major contribution 
to the topline of ByteDance is unlikely in the mid-term future. 
 

 

Source 4: China´s leading workplace productivity tools as of Feb 2020 in mn (Source: Kawo) 
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3) Internationalization of news and social 

Having analyzed initiatives aimed at the domestic Chinese market, we will further dive into the 
initiatives for international revenue growth. 
 

First, we will cover the growth potential of news and social media platforms outside of China. 
This includes apps such as TikTok, the international version of Douyin, and BaBe, Indonesia’s 
leading news and content app. At this point, it is important to note that all the products discussed 
in this chapter are either direct copies of Chinese news/social applications or heavily draw on 
ByteDance’s experience within this vertical in its domestic market. 
 

As of now, North America, India and Southeast Asia are the most relevant markets for 
ByteDance according to our analysis, with increasing importance expected for Europe in the 
months to come. In the following, we will present ByteDance’s operations in each one of those 
three priority regions, followed by an analysis of their overall potential. 
 

 

Figure 5: TikTok penetration by region (Source: GlobalWebIndex) 
 

ByteDance is highly active in North America. With 46 million US TikTok downloads in 2019, 
the region comes in second, only after India. In 2020, the number of MAU reached 100 mio, 
according to reports. There is more room for growth given that only 30% of US internet users 
have used TikTok. In its primary target group, teenage users, this figure is already much higher. 
To compare, Facebook has 250+ MAU in the US. 
 

Already in August 2017, Douyin rebranded as TikTok for the international market. At the time, 
Musical.ly was dominating the segment in North America and Europe. To overcome this barrier, 
ByteDance decided to enter the market inorganically and acquired Musical.ly for USD 1 bn in 
November 2017. With 100 million registered users at the time, ByteDance accepted USD 10 
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CAC per user. The merger of the two platforms and rebranding into one app took roughly one 
year. At first, TikTok’s retention of new users was as low as 10%. Retention improved over time 
as the platform attracted more content creators; and has been between 28-40% since early 2019. 

In terms of other products, TopBuzz is worth noting. While heavily borrowing from Toutiao, the 
news app was intended to put pressure on Facebook and Twitter but had limited success, 
especially after a failed attempt to buy Reddit in 2016. As a result, over the summer of 2020, 
ByteDance stopped providing updates for TopBuzz. In general, ByteDance has not been able to 
enter the competitive news platform market in developed markets. 
 

By far and large, the US remains the largest advertising market in the world and combined with 
its low penetration so far, the US market is of utmost importance for ByteDance as it wants to 
grow international revenues for TikTok and other major products to a sizable contribution in the 
future 

With 323 million downloads, India remains the top market for TikTok in 2019, outside of China. 
This represents 40+% of global downloads and shows how important this market is for 
ByteDance. Moreover, Helo, a country-specific product launched in June 2018, has become one 
of India's leading social media platforms by offering over 15 languages including Hindi, Telugu, 
Tamil, Malayalam. However, with rising border tensions between China and India from summer 
2020 onwards, major apps of ByteDance got blocked in India and since then, no change of the 
situation in terms of selling of the business or loosening of restrictions has been achieved. 

With that in mind, ByteDance is probably carefully considering its future approach to India. 
Famously, other social media and advertising-based companies had previously altogether avoided 
the Indian market, given the limited spending power and advertising budgets. As a result, a total 
retreat from the Indian market still seems possible and would not hurt the topline in the mid-term. 
 

 

Figure 6: Global digital advertising markets 2019 by region, in USD bn (Source: Statista) 
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With more than 641 million internet users, the internet economy of Southeast Asia - i.e. 
Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand, Philippines, and Malaysia - has now reached USD 100 billion. The 
connected and tech-savvy population with a median age of only 29 years, makes this combined 
market a prime target for technology companies. Despite attractive market prospects, short-video 
sharing apps were rather rare back in 2017. Trying to tap into this opportunity and following the 
footsteps of other Chinese internet companies, ByteDance opened a local office in Indonesia as 
early as August 2017. For its GTM strategy, the local operations team utilized internet celebrities 
on other channels, e.g. YouTube or Instagram as marquee users, and ensured continuous 
localization of content. As a result, TikTok has achieved top ranks in the short video category of 
all Southeast Asian app stores. In Thailand, TikTok accumulated 10 million downloads, almost 
1/6 of the total population (compared to 1/10 in Germany, for reference). 

  

Beyond TikTok, news aggregator BaBe is also noteworthy. Through an acquisition in December 
2016, ByteDance now has access to news and entertainment content from more than one 
thousand publishing partners. BaBe consequently is the exception to the overall limited success of 
ByteDance’s news products abroad. 

  

Considering the favorable political climate, the large and rapidly growing user base, and the 
cultural fit in terms of product, it is expected that ByteDance will continue to double-down on 
Southeast Asia for long-term growth prospects. 
 

4) Diversification into new verticals outside of China 

Finally, we cover diversification abroad with product types that have not been introduced in 
China before - as shown in the top right quadrant of Figure 2. Clearly, this is not a major priority 
for ByteDance at the moment. All activities have been clustered into music streaming, cloud and 
other bets. 
 

First: Music Streaming. With TikTok already being a music discovery platform, ByteDance 
launched its own music streaming app, Resso, in March 2020. So far, the service is available in 
India, Indonesia and Brazil and comes with a heavy focus on UI that emphasizes visual and social 
aspects such as lyrics and sharing functionality. A global rollout is expected and will likely come 
with a low-price strategy undercutting Apple Music and Spotify in Western countries. From a 
profitability perspective, this decision, however, raises some questions given the already 
challenging unit economics in the industry; it will also hamper the potential for topline 
contribution in the years to come. 
 

Second: Cloud Hosting. Although no cloud hosting services have been launched yet, the path 
forward seems obvious. Internal computing capacity is significant after opening data centers in 
India and the US in 2019 and can easily be opened up for external use, following the initial path 
Amazon took with AWS. Moreover, ByteDance absorbed Terark’s data compression technology 
through a strategic acquisition during the same year. 
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Third: Other Bets. Other products we may see from ByteDance outside of China include live 
streaming, search, workplace productivity, more traditional e-commerce, a web browser, and e-
books according to several rumors. Search and a browser seem particularly interesting. Search 
would boost ad inventory and build an intent loop similar to Google. 
 

TikTok remains the most promising bet in the short-term but mid-term growth initiatives 
in the Chinese market have promising potential 
 

Finding 1: Future growth in the advertising space in China is limited 

As we have shown in part 1 of our series, with slowing growth in the domestic market, 
ByteDance heavily relies on success from its new initiatives to keep the rapid growth going. In 
fact, the growth from Douyin and Toutiao will probably be limited to introducing new advertising 
use cases, such as e-commerce direct conversion. 
 

Finding 2: ByteDance is further expanding and seriously pursuing a large number of growth 
initiatives 
 

As it turned out, ByteDance is clearly living up to its reputation as a “Super App Factory”, 
pursuing multiple products in a wide range of industries and regions at the same time. Indeed, we 
believe that ByteDance is considering its product development efforts with a portfolio 
management approach in mind. One thing for sure though is that ByteDance is not done yet and 
does not stop to innovate. This pattern most reminds us to some degree of Amazon which 
expanded from e-commerce into partly unrelated verticals areas such as hardware, content, 
streaming, cloud, and gaming. With that, it still has the potential to emerge into the tier-1 of 
China tech, joining the likes of Alibaba and Tencent in the mid-term. 
 

Finding 3: ByteDance usually first achieves product design and operations maturity in the 
Chinese market 

As seen in the case of Douyin and Toutiao, ByteDance uses a portfolio approach where it first 
develops and tests products in the Chinese market. If successful, it considers taking products 
global. In that case, as with TikTok, important strategic decisions are still made from 
headquarters and also engineering teams remain in China. However, sales, customer service, 
PR/GR might move into new geographies. 
 

Finding 4: TikTok is the main engine of growth in the short-term 

As the pioneer with a strong product in this segment, taking TikTok global and increasing market 
penetration in new markets seems the most obvious choice as ByteDance already understands all 
the important aspects ranging from design to operations. In the near-term, the importance of the 
US (and to some degree European) markets to reaccelerate growth rates cannot be understated, 
given market size. ByteDance already grew a significant user base, so that advertising revenues 
naturally will follow. This also explains the long fight ByteDance was willing to pursue to 
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maintain control over operations and access to the American market. As it seems now, the 
TikTok Global business - to be headquartered in the US - might be valued at USD 50-60 bn, 
pointing to just how much more revenue growth potential there is. In the mid-term for 
TikTok/Toutiao, Southeast Asia and even Latin America could contribute to revenues while India 
remains an unsolved issue. 
 

Finding 5: New initiatives in China seem promising in the mid-term 

ByteDance has lined up a major portfolio of new products to penetrate into some of the most 
promising but crowded verticals in the Chinese market including gaming, education and 
workplace productivity. Especially early attempts into the mobile gaming industry seem to 
progress well, also considering that Tencent successfully combines social/gaming. Here again, as 
ByteDance grows its gaming user base, monetization will follow, we believe. All these segments 
are extremely competitive but given ByteDance´s capabilities of developing innovative and 
superior products as well as running operations in markets with network effects, none of those 
should be written off for now. 

What certainly became clear in this two-part series is that ByteDance is a one-of-a-kind company 
and unique in its achievements so far, even on a global scale. If any company is able to break into 
the ranks of Alibaba and Tencent, it should be ByteDance. 
 

With its achievements so far, ByteDance is a very special case for certain, but it also highlights 
some of the features that make Chinese internet companies so unique. For example, 8 years after 
establishment, where in the world can companies keep up a working culture of regular weekend 
work? Moreover, despite major success in one vertical, where can one find companies that still 
start a foray into almost every promising industry vertical in the internet space? In spite of their 
unique characteristics, no Chinese internet company so far can claim victory in its respective 
internationalization journey. If there is one to achieve this feat, there is no doubt that it will be 
ByteDance. It will be exciting to see which of ByteDance´s numerous bets will create the next 
100 mio MAU product. We believe it is just a matter of time. 
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A Decade War in the O2O business: Meituan vs Ele.me 

By Joey Huang & Kristen Yang 
 

A new round of competition has just begun. Similar to the fierce competition in food delivery, 
victory will belong to the company that quickly adapts to the rapidly changing market landscape 
and adjusts its strategy accordingly. Undoubtedly, this competition will completely change the 
lifestyle of Chinese people through the companies’ entrepreneurship, market insights and 
technology innovation. 
 

Winning Amongst Thousands of Competitors 
 

Looking back at the competition that lasted for a decade between Meituan and Ele.me, two 
Chinese companies that mainly focus on food delivery, we can see that it has been a war about 
entrepreneurship, understanding customers and incorporating digital transformation trends. 

Founded in 2008, Ele.me was the first to enter the takeaway delivery market in China. Xuhao 
Zhang, leading a team of students from Shanghai Jiaotong University, started to inaugurate 
Ele.me as a food delivery app for university residents and later expanded to non-student 
communities. 

Two years later, Wang Xing, an established entrepreneur in the area of social network websites, 
sensed a business opportunity and founded Meituan. Meituan initially sold vouchers from 
merchants to small groups of buyers, with a similar business model to the US startup Groupon. It 
was not until 2013 that Meituan Food Delivery came into play. It was at a time when Meituan had 
won the so-called “War of Thousands of Group Buy Enterprises” and achieved sales of 2 billion 
RMB in December 2013 alone. Though many food delivery companies were inefficiently 
operated,they still had a robust customer base that frequently used the app. This reflected that 
there was a significant market demand unaddressed by the providers. In light of this, Meituan 
officially entered the O2O food delivery service market in 2013, focusing on Ele.me’s untargeted 
markets. 

The competition picked up in 2014 when the food delivery turf war heated up with heavy 
discounting and large subsidies. At that point, the major players in the market were Ele.me, 
Meituan Takeaway and the rising Baidu Takeaway. Baidu Takeaway, backed by the large user 
base of Baidu, targeted the white-collar middle-to-upper-class market. In fear of these new 
entrants into the market led by the internet giants, Meituan took on an aggressive expansion 
strategy which resulted in a round of consolidation. In October 2015, Meituan merged with 
Dazhong Dianping - an equivalent to Yelp focusing on user review and recommendations of food 
- and became Meituan-Dianping. The newly merged Meituan-Dianping enjoyed optimistic views 
from the financial market and received 3.3 TN RMB investment led by Tencent as well as some 
other investors at the start of 2016. Soon enough, Zhang Tao from Dazhong Dianping was 
removed from the Co-CEO position to become the Company’s Chairman of Board, and with 
Meituan’s IPO in 2018, Meituan-Dianping was renamed Meituan. 
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Delivery drivers of Ele-me, Meituan and Baidu Takeaway in front of a restaurant (Source: Baidu) 
 

Keep Iterating and Fast Growing 
 

On the other side of the food delivery business, a series of mistakes by Baidu Takeaway, causing 
it to lose ground to its competitors. For example, it did not seize the right moment of 
occupying the market during the Chinese New Year when transaction volumes surged in 
delivery markets. This ended with the merger between Baidu Takeaway and Ele.me in 2018, 
mirroring the earlier move by Meituan. In 2019, Ele.me was then acquired by Alibaba. 

 

Initially as a digital tool for ordering services that connect restaurants and eaters, Meituan and 
Ele.me also proactively explored various business model’s profitabilities, from group discounts at 
restaurants to paid membership systems. 

 

Finally, with bad performers quitting the market, the Chinese market on takeout delivery came to 
a duopoly landscape where Meituan, backed by Tencent, competes with Ele.me that is part of the 
Alibaba e-commerce ecology. With great traffic from Dazhong Dianping along with streamlined 
management, Meituan’s market share exceeded 65% compared to Ele.me’s just under 28%. 
According to the 2019 financial report released by Meituan in March this year, its revenue in 
2019 reached 97.5 billion yuan, a year-to-year increase of around 50%. In 2019, Ele.me’s market 
share declined for four consecutive quarters. 

 

This O2O business has been reshaping Chinese people’s life in all aspects. In 2019, 60% of those 
born in the 90’s and 00’s are targets of takeaway delivery. The transaction volume of the food 
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delivery industry has been estimated to have reached 603.5 billion yuan in 2019, and the 
penetration rate of China's O2O food delivery industry in 2019 exceeded 14%, according to a 
survey report released by Meituan. 
 

New Retail, New Round of Competition 

 

A glimpse into Meituan’s integrated service platform through a snapshot of the app’s front page 
 

Back in 2016, Jack Ma mentioned an important trend in the future - new retail, and predicted that 
this trend, along with new manufacturing, new finance, new technology and new energy, will 
profoundly reshape China, the world, and everyone in the future. His prediction has come true in 
the Chinese business environment, with new retail becoming an emerging battlefield for Meituan 
and Ele.me. 

 

What is new retail? With new retail, companies utilize the O2O business model, big data and 
artificial intelligence to digitally transform traditional commerce. This includes production, 
circulation and sales, deeply integrated online services, offline experience, and logistics. The 
form of the retail industry will eventually be subverted through a data-driven mindset, new 
technology adoption and the upgrading of user experience. 

 

Meituan is ambitious in grabbing bigger portions of the cake, and with the penetration rate of 
food delivery gradually reaching its ceiling, Meituan has found its next growth opportunity. 
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Through the large customer base of Meituan and Dazhong Dianping, the company has proactively 
expanded its business scope from "delivering food" to "delivering all goods”. 

 

Looking back on Meituan’s expansion, this strategic shift is clearly visible. Starting from group 
discounts and take-away, it has gradually developed a well-rounded service offering a bundle 
including food consumption (take-away and restaurant ranking), hotel and travel booking and 
transport (bike sharing and taxi booking). The co-founder Wang Xing justifies this all-rounded 
strategy by comparing Meituan to Amazon. While Amazon achieved economies of scale by 
becoming an online platform that provides all kinds of goods to its customers, Meituan achieves 
economies of scale by becoming a platform that provides all kinds of services to its customers. 
The platform provides the access of entry to services related to all aspects of the customers’ lives, 
encouraging the customers to access the platform at high frequency. 

 

In the fresh fruit and vegetable retail business, Meituan has demonstrated its amazing operational 
advantages accumulated in the food delivery industry. As this year’s unexpected epidemic has 
accelerated the maturity of this market, the transaction volume is expected to reach 5.6 trillion 
yuan in 2023, compared to a valuation of 4.9 trillion yuan in 2019. Experts predict that the market 
may be one of the most crowded and competitive tracks in China during 2020-2021. In first-tier 
cities, Meituan Maicai, the equivalent of "Meituan Takeaway" in raw food ordering, has entered 
into people’s daily life. This has been realized by the establishment of multiple small and 
medium-sized warehouses and distribution centers within local communities. After the consumer 
places an order, the goods are shipped from a local distribution center, rather than from a far-
away warehouse in the suburbs, enabling Maicai to fulfill a “30-minute delivery”, as customers 
are generally within 3 kilometers of the centers. 

 

In second- and third-tier cities, Meituan launched a community-based group purchasing business 
- Meituan Youxuan. It clearly sees that the fruit and vegetable retail business is in full swing, 
especially since markets have been educated to accept this model of online purchase of 
vegetables, fruits and other daily necessities during the Covid-19 lockdown period. Aiming at the 
sinking market, Youxuan adopts the “pre-purchase plus self-pickup” model to empower 
community convenience stores and select cost-effective daily consumption goods. Because the 
user needs to pick up the goods the next day after placing an online order, this will greatly reduce 
storage and distribution costs. 

Meituan’s ambition is not only to participate in sales and distribution but also to directly provide 
digital services for businesses. By participating in traditional business transactions such as hotels, 
homestays, and raw food delivery, Meituan attempts to understand the business value chain and 
provide businesses with digital solutions. 

 

For Ele.me, it has urgently sought to prevent Meituan from invading this market. This July, 
Ele.me launched a round of product upgrades, declaring war on Meituan’s other digitalized local 
services. The Alibaba Group behind Ele.me has also increased the marketing of Ele.me’s food 
delivery, movie ticket sales, hotel booking and other businesses on Alipay, hoping to reduce 
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customer acquisition costs for Ele.me and increase the number of users. Besides this, Alipay is 
also becoming the underlying technology infrastructure for Ele.me, as Hu Xiaoming, Ant 
Financial’s CEO, said that Alipay will become an open platform for digital life, focusing on the 
digitization of people’s purchasing and booking life. Alibaba is also trying to integrate food and 
beverage delivery, online supermarket - Tmall, new retail supermarket, as well as its Map 
Application Gaode, so that the supply chain and logistics capabilities can be fully utilized by all 
its teams. Ele.me is at the core of this strategy. In addition, Ele.me has also focused on the UGC 
ecology promoting the user interaction in the Application, including live streaming and short 
video channels. In the video recommendation page, users can be directly led to restaurants’ pages, 
which can increase the purchasing conversion rate. In terms of the content, it also advertises 
makeup, supermarket retail and others. 
 

Who Will be the Winner? 
 

New retail and distribution have huge potential and are undoubtedly a huge blue ocean market. 
Additionally, unlike the saturated food delivery market, China's online retail penetration rate is 
still very low. Can Ele.me, who has fallen behind the food delivery, win the war? 

 

Meituan seems to have an advantage in terms of team integration. Both Meituan and Dazhong 
Dianping have accumulated ten years of experience in the O2O business. After two years of team 
challenges after the merger, Meituan’s team structure and business operation collaboration have 
become relatively stable. On the other hand, the organizational and management capabilities of 
Alibaba, backing Ele.me, have begun to be questioned due to its inability to prevent Pinduoduo 
from breaking through its monopoly on high-end products in e-commerce. After Alibaba acquired 
Ele.me, the long-term integration process was not smooth - it was said that the two technical 
development teams had once even used different development languages. This is also the reason 
why Alibaba has accelerated the integration of Ele.me into its platform, hoping to better integrate 
infrastructure and data platforms. Overall, the new retail business, which heavily relies on city-
based operations and management, is not Alibaba’s traditional strength. The new talents Ele.me 
has introduced through mergers and acquisitions as well as headhunting need time to be 
integrated into Alibaba’s twenty-year-old corporate culture and establish mutual trust with older 
senior executives. 

 

In the new retail business, improving distribution can create a competitive advantage. This not 
only requires a reduction of delivery costs, but also a shortening of delivery time to improve user 
experience. One important asset is the rider. In June 2020, Meituan announced the number of 
riders on its platform has exceeded 5 million, while there are 3 million riders in Ele.me, according 
to data revealed in April, which indicates a gap of about 2 million. In first-tier cities, the delivery 
fee for each order is about 5-8 yuan (around 1$), accounting for a large share of the cost in a 
transaction. Therefore, Meituan and Ele.me are constantly improving order distribution efficiency 
and reducing distribution costs. In addition to optimizing the allocation algorithm and incentive 
mechanism, they have also outsourced the riders’ collaboration with third-parties to increase the 
flexibility of employment. The poor living conditions of riders have begun to receive widespread 
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attention from Chinese society. An article in September called "Delivery Riders, Stuck in the 
System" criticized that driven by algorithms and big data, riders have to violate the traffic rules 
and even race against death to deliver on time and gain the full delivery payment. 

 

Similar to the food delivery business, the capability to penetrate into new cities is highly 
significant. In the past, in order to seize the market, Ele.me and Meituan both subsidized billions 
of yuan to compete for a market share, but this in itself does not lead to a competitive advantage. 
Indeed, it should come from the scale effect. The excellent city-based operations mean that the 
company can serve more people in the same city, promote transactions, and form economies of 
scale. The winner is the one that makes the right decision on where to launch a new business and 
how many cities to enter. Plus, the selected cities should be able to have enough users and large 
consumption. This often requires an excellent sales team (often important in the early stage) and 
supply chain management team that are able to constantly adjust their strategies and seize the 
opportunities. 

A new round of competition has just kicked off. Just like the competition between Meituan and 
Ele.me in the food delivery business, victory will belong to the one that quickly adapts to the 
rapidly changing market landscape and optimizes its strategy accordingly. Undoubtedly, such 
competition will completely change both the purchasing and the lifestyle of Chinese people 
through innovation, revolution and market insights. 
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The untold story of China`s Silicon Valley 

By Marco Brizzolara 

 

When thinking about tech and entrepreneurship in the United States, we immediately think of 
Silicon Valley, a region in the southern part of the San Francisco Bay Area. China, in some way, 
also has its own Silicon Valley, an area that has developed into a global powerhouse in 
technological innovation, and that has been instrumental to China`s economic development. 

 

The area is called Zhongguancun and is (primarily) located in the North-Western district of 
Haidian, Beijing. It is home to some of China`s largest technology enterprises, around 40% of 
China`s unicorn companies, startups valued over 1bn USD, and over 300 regional headquarters 
and R&D centers of multinational corporations, generating total revenues of over 800 billion 
USD per year. 

 

Zhongguancun has seen a remarkable transformation from an area in the outskirts of Beijing to 
what it is today. Working in Zhongguancun for 1.5 years I want to tell the untold story of 
Zhongguancun, and look into the factors that contributed to Zhongguancun`s success, as well as 
its challenges going forward. 
 

 

Zhongguancun`s Haidian Skyline in April 2020 

 

Until 1978: Emergence as Beijing`s cultural and educational district 

 

Before China`s reform and opening up under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping, Zhongguancun 
primarily served as the capital`s designated cultural and educational district. Already in the 
1970s, the region boasted one of the highest concentrations of research universities and research 
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centers in Asia. Besides, it is in proximity to Tsinghua University, China`s premier institution for 
engineering, and Peking University, China`s leading institution for humanities, as well as the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, China`s most notable research institute. Since 2016, the Academy 
has even been ranked as the number one research institute in the world by Nature Research, one 
of the most important scientific magazine publishers globally, underlining its key position in 
China`s R&D ecosystem. 
 

Establishment of first private sector enterprises (1978 to 1988) 

 

With the process of China`s economic reforms, China`s Supreme Leader Deng Xiaoping declared 
the modernization of science and technology as one of the pillars of his Four Modernization 
policies to catch up with the West after decades of isolation. In that process, Chen Chunxian, 
Member of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, visited (the real) Silicon Valley and was inspired 
to establish a technology hub in Zhongguancun. Together with a group of researchers, he founded 
the first institution to provide market and business access to scientific and technological 
personnel. In that course, more and more private sector institutions emerged, including several 
international IT companies that are well known today. One such example is Lenovo, which 
became one of the largest technology companies in the world with revenues of over 51bn USD in 
2019 after acquiring IBM`s personal computer business in 2005. 

 

Simultaneously, Zhongguancun became famous for its electronics stores, and service-related 
businesses, similar to the markets that can today be found in Shenzhen and other areas of China. 
Thousands of stalls in prominent hardware markets such as Hailong Market, Guigu Market, 
Taipingyang Market, Dinghao Market, and Kemao Market, attracted students and people from all 
over the country. 

 

By 1987, Zhongguancun generated revenues of 900 million RMB, boasting 148 science and 
technology enterprises, with more than 5,000 employees. 
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Zhongguancun in the 1980s 

 

Growth in national relevance (1988 – 1999) 

 

After Zhongguancun`s initial successes, the central government declared Zhongguancun a High-
Technology Industry Development Experimental Zone, covering an area of 100 square km, and 
implementing additional policies to accelerate the development of the region. Among the 
commercial successes during that time was the establishment of China Potevio, the first mobile 
phone production line in China in 1991, and Sohu, China`s first large-scale classification search 
engine (still operating today) in 1998. The late 1990s also saw the foundation of JD.com, one of 
the largest e-commerce companies in China, generating 576.888bn RMB (over 80bn USD) in 
revenue in 2019. JD`s origins can be traced back to a small retail shop its Founder Richard Liu 
operated in the Hailong Market in the 1990s. 

By 1999, Zhongguancun counted 6,690 high-tech enterprises, with 243,000 employees, and total 
revenues of 104.9 billion RMB. 
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Richard Liu`s shop in Hailong Market 
 

Globalization, and the emergence of the internet industry (1999 – 2009) 

 

Relatively unimpacted by the dot-com bubble in the Western world, Zhongguancun continued to 
develop rapidly in the 2000s. The region finally became connected to Beijing`s subway system in 
2008, bringing Zhongguancun, much closer to other economically and politically essential areas 
in the city. 
 

  

Zhongguancun gets connected to Beijing`s subway system 
 

After the State Council decided in 1999 to speed up the construction of Zhongguancun Science 
Park, it opened a liaison office in Silicon Valley in July 2002. As a result, a growing number of 
international companies established their research centers in Zhongguancun including Google, 
Intel, Oracle, IBM, Microsoft and Sony. 

Total economic output continued to expand, and revenues exceeded one trillion RMB in 2008. 
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Zhongguancun becomes a zone of global influence 

 

With the decision of the state council to approve the construction of the Zhongguancun National 
Demonstration Zone in 2009, the region experienced an additional boost for its development of a 
high-tech ecosystem. In the years that followed, some of today's most renowned technology 
companies emerged. 

 

Established in 2010, Xiaomi has seen a spectacular rise to stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the 
leading consumer electronics companies in the world, making it the youngest Fortune Global 500 
company with a revenue of 205 billion RMB (around 29bn USD) in 2019. Notably, its cost-
effective smartphones have been successful across the world, and especially in emerging 
economies including India. 

 

In the 2010s, Zhongguancun saw the rise of some of the largest social media companies in the 
country. Bytedance, the most-valuable startup in the world valued around 100bn USD, holds 
TikTok and Toutiao, with hundreds of millions of daily active users. Kuaishou, a similar video-
sharing app, counts over 200 million daily active users. 

 

Established in 2012, Didi Chuxing became the leading ride-hailing company in China, and won a 
landmark battle against Uber China, taking over the company in June 2016. Over the years, the 
company acquired stakes in other leading companies in the industry, including Grab (Singapore), 
Lyft (US), Ola (India), Bolt (EU), and Careem (UAE). 

 

Backed by the Chinese government’s ambition to become a leader in the development of artificial 
intelligence (AI), some of the leading AI companies in China emerged in Zhongguancun in the 
mid-2010s, including software and algorithm-focused companies SenseTime (valued 6.75bn 
USD) and Megvii (valued 4bn USD) and the AI chip companies Horizon Robotics (valued 3bn 
USD) and Cambricon (valued 2.5 billion USD). Interestingly, even though SenseTime`s 
headquarters are officially based in Hong Kong and Shanghai, its center of business and with the 
largest number of employees, around 800 people, is located in Zhongguancun. By 2019, 28 of 
China`s 50 AI unicorns were located in Beijing, making Zhongguancun one of the densest areas 
of AI development in the world. 

 

What is ahead for Zhongguancun 

 

Zhongguancun`s ability to attract top talent, scale some of the largest technology companies in 
the world, and convince leading multinational companies to establish their research centers in the 
region, has led some to call it “China`s Silicon Valley.” Although Shenzhen, a city in the South of 
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China with over 23 million inhabitants is often also titled the Silicon Valley of China, its focus 
lies primarily on hardware innovation, whereas Zhongguancun represents China`s core region for 
internet, software and AI innovation. 

 

The enormous growth of the region has had a massive impact on rental costs and housing. Today, 
Zhongguancun`s core region in the South of Haidian became one of the most costly areas to live 
as well as rent office space in Beijing, pushing out most of the electronics stores from the region. 
To accommodate the growth of its enterprises, Zhongguancun`s administration expanded the 
area`s footprint continuously and today operates seven technology parks, including Haidian Park, 
Fengtai Park, Chanpink Park, Electronic City (Chaoyang), Yizhuang Park, Desheng Park, and 
Jianxiang Park throughout the city. With the continuous growth of Zhongguancun`s companies, it 
can be expected that some of them will decide to relocate away from its center in Haidian, and to 
establish offices outside the city, following the recent examples of Didi, Lenovo, and Xiaomi. 
Besides, there are government attempts to lure companies outside the city. The unveiling of the 
IC Park in 2018, for example, convinced dozens of integrated circuit enterprises to move out of 
the city’s boundaries. 
 

 

A map of Zhongguancun 
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One can expect that Zhongguancun will experience a rise in its significance in the future, because 
of the unique interplay of several aspects: 

 

1. Talent from top technology companies and research institutions: In 2018 
Zhongguancun was home to half of China`s unicorns. In addition, over 40 universities are 
located in Haidian Park, including Tsinghua and Peking University, 200 research 
institutes, and national laboratories. 

2. Significant governmental support: The government is continuously investing in 
infrastructure, and attracting top talent from overseas (Zhongguancun operates 10 liaison 
offices outside China). 

3. Access to vast amounts of capital: An active presence of top VC investors such as 
Zhenfund, Sequoia Capital China, Hillhouse Capital, GSR Ventures, and IDG Capital 
ensures that companies have the financial ability, and network to quickly scale. 

4. Entrepreneurial and risk-taking culture: Employees are willing to take risks, and if an 
opportunity does not work out, they can find work at another company, very close to 
where they previously worked. 

5. Work ethics: Employees are used to working on the weekends as well as more than 
twelve hours per day in Zhongguancun`s sprawling tech scene. In addition, employees 
are enormously flexible and resilient, allowing companies to start, cancel, and merge new 
initiatives incredibly fast, which is key to adapt to the quickly changing market 
conditions in the highly competitive and vast Chinese market. 
 

 

Venture-capital deal value in China, $bn 
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What remains open are the following aspects: 

 

A. Internationalization: It remains seen if the internationalization of Chinese companies 
will continue, given calls for protectionist policies in several areas in the world and 
intensifying regulations on data privacy and technology transfer. For companies that are 
already international, that could mean severe short-term repercussions. 

B. Semiconductor Development: To truly become a "Silicon" Valley, Zhongguancun has 
to prove that it can create relevant players in the global semiconductor industry, which 
remains a key challenge for the Chinese government. In 2018, China imported 
semiconductors worth 310 billion USD, and has declared a higher degree of self-
sufficiency as a key priority. As the industry is capital intensive and requires a special set 
of skills, experience, and specialized equipment, this mission will however be more 
difficult to achieve than the development of the internet and software industries. 

C. Bursting Unicorn Bubble: After a decade of rapid growth in venture capital deal 
volumes in China, creating 82 unicorn companies in Beijing, compared to northern 
California with a little over 100 companies, it will be seen whether these companies can 
deliver on their promises. According to Xu Yinghong, Chairman of Tsinghua Holding, 
one of the leading technology investment groups in the country, around 50% of unicorns 
could be at risk of going bankrupt. 

Summing up, the future of Zhongguancun will in any case be interesting, and the region deserves 
a closer look as one of the most underreported, yet significant technological regions in the world. 
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China’s alternative protein gold rush: Competition dynamics - 
an interview with David Yeung, founder & CEO of the Green 
Monday Group 

By Maximilian Schubert 
 

In the second part of our series on alternative protein in China we wanted to dive deeper into the 
question of competition. Headlines like KFC selling its entire supply of plant-based fried chicken 
within an hour raise the question who will have an edge in the Chinese market. Foreign or local 
players? 

To get a better understanding of the market dynamics governing alternative protein in Asia, we 
spoke to David Yeung, founder and CEO of Green Monday Group. He witnessed the Hong Kong 
launch of the two US industry leaders Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods first hand and has been 
active in the field since 2012. 

Background Green Monday Group 

Green Monday Group is committed to promoting a plant-based lifestyle since 2012. The group 
consists, among others, of two key entities, OmniFoods, the umbrella for its plant-based protein 
products and Green Common, a retailer for their own and third party plant-based products. The 
group employs 300+ people across China, Singapore and Canada. 

 

 

 

David Yeung, founder and CEO of OmniFoods and the most recent product, plant-based 
luncheon meat 
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The company’s press coverage skyrocketed in recent months - announcing not only a new 
product, luncheon meat (to most Western consumers known as Spam, or spiced ham), but also a 
cooperation with the retail giant Aldi and with Starbucks - adding to its existing partnerships with 
Taco Bell China and Wagas, a Chinese chain of cafes and eateries with over 115 stores. The 
group also plans to launch its first Green Common store in mainland China during the 2nd half of 
2020. 

Overall OmniFoods has already developed a strong product portfolio. Besides the basic minced 
pork consisting of peas, soy shiitake mushrooms and rice, there is luncheon meat and pork strips, 
both commonly consumed processed meats in APAC. In addition, OmniPork hosts a set of pre-
packaged meals ranging from dumplings to full pre-packaged dishes such as stir-fried noodles. 

Within the first minutes of the interview, it became very clear that David has humble motives. 
Much like Vince in our first article on alternative protein in China, he is driven by the ambition to 
reduce animal agriculture and the strain on the environment it entails. Long before plant-based 
meat made its way to a mass-market phenomenon, David promoted the advantages and the 
necessity of relying more on plants in order to achieve a sustainable lifestyle. 

 

David Yeung during a TEDx Talk in 2014 presenting the mission of Green Monday and the 
threats of animal agriculture to our environment 

 

What can we learn from Beyond Meat’s and Impossible Food’s entrance in Hong Kong? 

Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods launched in Hong Kong in 2017 and 2018 respectively. 
David experienced the market entrance first hand as Beyond Meat sold its product through Green 
Common’s outlets. Given this experience, we asked what inferences can be made about the 
developments in mainland China, with more foreign companies entering the market. 

According to David, Hong Kong makes a sufficient testing ground to prove that products like 
plant-based burger patties can have a stable consumer base in APAC. Nevertheless, it is not a 
great case for making inferences on market dynamics in mainland China. As a global trading hub, 
Hong Kong consumers are used to a much broader variety of foods and cuisine compared to other 
Chinese regions beyond the likes of Shanghai. 
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Another point, however, David Yeung hopes will unfold similarly in China, is the constant 
change in consumer sentiment towards plant-based protein. Green Monday conducted three 
surveys on food consumption in Hong Kong in 2014, 2016 and 2018. The numbers are showing a 
clear trajectory: people in Hong Kong are increasingly embracing plant-based diets. 

 

Why are Chinese companies not afraid of competition? 

 

With foreign companies entering the Chinese market, observers have increasingly been asserting 
a toughening in competition for plant-based meat producers. David does not share this view. 
Rather than worrying about competition from other plant-based meat alternatives, David is 
preoccupied with “the common foe”: animal agriculture. His goal is to eat into the 99.X% market 
share of meat (figuratively - David is vegetarian). He gave us five reasons why he is not worried 
about competition. 

Low Market Penetration - The market penetration of plant-based meats is so low that companies 
still have a vast room to expand. Current alternative protein suppliers offer their products only in 
a fraction of places, focusing on big hubs, such as Beijing and Shanghai. David is convinced that 
companies will be busy capturing the existing and growing unaddressed demand for alternative 
protein across all regions of China before entering a serious competition for specific locations. 

Abundance Of Product Types - The Chinese market for meat products is highly fragmented. As 
outlined in our first article on alternative protein in China, varieties of the ways meat is being 
consumed are so vast that focusing on a specific product leaves enough opportunity to grow 
significantly within that “niche” product category. OmniPork just made a great case for this 
dynamic. Just a few weeks ago, OmniPork launched Luncheon Meat, a type of processed meat, 
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also referred to as Spam. The global market for just this type of product was $3.1bn in 2019 and 
is estimated to grow to $4bn by 2025 according to an analysis by global info research. China 
alone accounts for $459m in that market. 

 

Another case for this dynamic could recently be observed with Starbucks China’s launch of plant-
based products. Rather than focusing on a single provider of plant-based protein, they launched 
their new product range incorporating both products from Beyond Meat and OmniFoods. 

High Variability in Consumer Taste - With China’s huge size and population comes a good 
amount of regional variability in consumer preferences and tastes. Focusing on catering to the 
tastes in a specific region opens up yet another way to create a unique standing in the market. He 
expects that some companies will specialize on certain products, especially when it comes to pre-
packaged meals. Some producers may choose to focus on creating spicy dishes, catering 
consumers that for example prefer Chongqing and Sichuan cuisine, while others may focus on 
getting the sweetness commonly found in Shanghainese dishes right. 

Multiple Distribution Channels - Yet another dimension to play is the choice of distribution 
channel. As outlined in our first article on alternative protein in China, companies such as 
Impossible Foods focused on bringing their stand-alone products (patties, sausages) to consumers 
via restaurant partnerships, while Beyond Meat was the first to bring their products to the 
supermarket. Zhenmeat’s partners with producers to bring ready to eat products such as 
dumplings to the consumer.  

Unknown Consumer Preferences - This is probably the most important aspect for David. As 
outlined above, China has a very strong food culture that differs from other countries, making 
inferences on the preferences of Chinese consumers a risky endeavor. Neither do Chinese 
consumers have a long history interacting with new solutions to plant-based meats nor has it been 
observed how products customized to Chinese palates will be accepted by consumers. There is 
still much to learn and probably dozens of product and branding iterations on the way. Companies 
need to do some heavy lifting here before focusing on taking on other plant-based protein 
suppliers. 

Conclusion 
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Ultimately, with an estimated global market size of about $12bn, the Chinese market is still 
relatively small compared to other regions and product localization has just begun. It will take 
years before consumer tastes will be properly addressed (both in quantity and quality) and market 
growth will become more stable. As outlined above, there are five dimensions of product and 
business model design for plant-based meats to pursue and the success of incumbents within the 
next years will depend on exploring the right fit of these dimensions to service their target 
customer. 

 

 

 

This leaves us with some open questions. Will it be local startups or developed foreign entrants 
that will win the lion share of this market? What degree of localization is needed and (most 
interestingly for consumers) what new products will be introduced to serve Chinese buyers on the 
way? 

Regardless of the many variables, the publicity introduced by the entrance of companies like 
Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods and headlines like KFC’s lightning sale raise a lot of 
attention and will be helpful in further expanding the market and the infrastructure for alternative 
protein in China. Thus, David, much like his peers, is welcoming the entrance of more players. 
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HeyTea - On Creating Tea Culture 2.0 

By Caroline Lai 
 

A study of HeyTea's innovation to bring inspiration to the beverage market 2.0 in China. 
 

More than eight years have passed since HeyTea's first physical store opened in 2012. HeyTea 
has gone from an initial small-scale startup to the household name for which young people are 
willing to line up for 2 hours. What has HeyTea done right to create Tea Beverage 2.0 in China? 
How could HeyTea's growth story inspire other beverage producers for Gen Z's appetite? 
 

Due to the epidemic's impact, people's consumption habits and consumer demand have undergone 
considerable changes. New opportunities, new markets, and new models in the retailing industry 
have emerged. With mature technology, China has also entered a new stage of deep integration of 
the internet, big data, artificial intelligence, and the offline economy. The ecosystem of commerce 
is quietly reconstructing, and new formats and models drive economic recovery and consumption 
growth. 

  

Among all the emerging brands, HeyTea has become a phenomenal name in China and East Asia. 
The popularity and rapid expansion from a single store to beverage franchises made HeyTea 
interesting to study as the new retailing model. In the two parts series, we will look into HeyTea's 
history, consumer basis, and digitalization approach to get a deeper understanding of what 
HeyTea has revolutionized China's current retailing industry. 

 

HeyTea's History in 3 Steps 
 

2012-2016: Ace product and full-cycle R&D 

HeyTea's development has experienced three stages. From 2012 to 2016, before HeyTea secured 
its first venture capital to accelerate its expansion, HeyTea focused primarily on product R&D to 
bring an 'innovative' flavor to customers. 
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Source: 36Kr 

 

8 years ago, in 2012, a new tea shop named Royal Tea opened on Jiuzhong Street, Jiangmen, 
Guangdong province. The owner was a 21-year-old young man Nie Yunchen. In Guangdong, tea 
is the most popular commodity that people drink in all seasons. Milk tea is also everywhere on 
the street, so Nie's Royal Tea was not much different from others initially, but Nie kept his vision 
of tea to this 30-meter square store. He cherished China's profound tea history instead of the 
powder-made fake tea, and he found that the tea market in China had not emerged as a mature 
market compared to coffee or another soft beverage market. The traditional Chinese tea was 
regarded as an old-fashioned lifestyle, which almost lost its attraction to young people who are 
the major consumption force in China. Many would even prefer Japanese green tea instead of the 
Chinese green tea flavor. Moreover, people will go to Starbucks for a cup of Latte, but they 
struggle to find a well-known tea shop that sells popular Chinese tea. Nie wanted to revolutionize 
the tea market in China. 

  

Making a decent cup of tea sets the high benchmark for raw materials. While China is famous for 
tea production, none of the existing raw materials on the market met Nie's standard because they 
all contained artificial powders or sweeteners. To create his original taste, Nie went all the way to 
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the upstream supply chain, improved the tea leaf baking process and blending methods, and made 
its raw material supply chain that met his requirement. 

  

Substantial product development led to an ace product quality. Half a year later, Nie originated 
his tea - cheese cap tea. Unlike other milk tea using cheap milk powder or Chinese tea requiring 
sophisticated making, Nie put a 2 cm cheese cap layer on top of fresh brewed traditional Chinese 
tea. The dense flavor of cheese mixing with Chinese tea such as Oolong and Longjing brought a 
fresh taste to young customers. Abandoning the artificial sweetness from milk powder and pearls, 
Nie created the exclusive brand of "Royal Tea," surpassing other cheaper brands with 10 RMB 
milk tea and 20 RMB premium products. At the end of 2012, "Cheese Cap Tea's" reputation 
spread across Guangdong, and there were long queues in front of his little "Royal Tea" store 
every day. 
 

2016-2017: Market recognition & brand development 

HeyTea entered the second stage of development from 2016 to 2017 by expanding across regions 
and setting its symbolic impact across the internet.  
 

In 2016, after completing store expansion in Jiangmen, Foshan, Zhongshan, and Shenzhen, Nie 
received a 100 million RMB venture capital investment from IDG. Unlike other brands who 
rushed to open up franchises, Nie carefully selected store locations and seized market share after 
getting the investment. With venture capital's injection, HeyTea upgraded its service, decoration, 
and product supply chain to expand beyond Guangdong province. 

 

In the same year, Nie upgraded the brand name to "Heekcaa" by adding "inspiration," "zen," and 
"cool" elements to the brand. By carefully monitoring the product quality, interior decoration, and 
strict employee training, HeyTea emerged as the top tea shop in the competitive milk tea market. 
HeyTea didn't stop carrying out new product lines. It introduced fruit cheese cap tea in which it 
mixed seasonal fruit, tea, and cheese cap on the top. 
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Source: Sohunews 

 

In 2017, HeyTea opened its first store outside of Guangdong in Shanghai's city center. As the 
landmark for a fashionable lifestyle and young-spirited taste, Shanghai gave HeyTea 
opportunities to thrive. With the solid product line and fresh taste, HeyTea's store in Shanghai's 
Raffles City attracted hundreds of people when it opened. Curious customers lined up in 6 rows 
for hours, and scalpers gathered around HeyTea stores to sell cups at 100 RMB per cup to 
customers who didn't want to wait in line. HeyTea began to gain a reputation across China. By 
2017, if you hadn't heard or tasted HeyTea, you would be considered "outdated." People from 
other provinces started calling for new store openings in Beijing, Chengdu, etc. Crazy fans even 
ordered cross-province delivery services at 500 RMB extra per cup only to take a sip of HeyTea. 

 

During the short expansion period, HeyTea also introduced WeChat mini-apps and a WeChat 
public account to attract traffic and increase its fan base over the internet. The internet ripple 
effect allowed customers to engage in the HeyTea culture even though they didn't have a chance 
to taste HeyTea themselves. 
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Source: YiMagazine 

 

HeyTea developed its app HeyTea Go where customers can order online to avoid waiting in lines. 
More importantly, HeyTea saved invaluable data from its customers to better understand their 
shopping behaviors. HeyTea turned away from the traditional offline milk tea franchise to a data-
driven internet company. 

 

2018- 2020: Secure the crown and break barriers 

Securing its market-leading position, HeyTea entered its current and third stage of expansion to 
regional first-tier cities in China and expanding overseas. Since 2018, HeyTea's name has 
frequently appeared on the top newsfeeds in VC. In 2018, HeyTea received 400 million RMB 
Series B financing from Black Ant Capital and Meituan's industrial fund Longzhu Capital. In 
2019, HeyTea was co-invested by Tencent and Sequoia Capital China, driving its post-investment 
valuation to 9 billion RMB. 

 

At the end of 2019, HeyTea owned 390 stores in 43 cities across China, with a 139% annual 
increase rate from 2018. Among the 390 stores, 80% located in first-tier or new first-tier cities, 
fewer in second-tier cities, with only 3 stores situated in third-tier cities. Meanwhile, HeyTea is 
expanding overseas and has established 10 stores in Hong Kong and Singapore. Additionally, the 
"HeyTea Go" app attracted 15.82 million users throughout 2019, bringing the total number of 
users to 21.5 million. Even during the covid-19 epidemic, HeyTea secured another round of 
investment jointly led by Hillhouse Capital and Coatue Capital, pushing HeyTea's valuation to 16 
billion RMB, only 8 months after its last game with a 9 billion RMB valuation. HeyTea became 
the highest evaluation tea brand in China. 

 

Chinese Tea Market: Tea Culture as the Rich Soil for HeyTea to Thrive 

HeyTea's growth story is not the only result of its product R&D but also the result of 
history and increasing demand.  
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China enjoys a three-thousand-year history of drinking tea with Chinese people growing, 
processing, manufacturing, and applying tea to every aspect of life. However, the traditional tea 
market was declining, with only a 5.62% average growth rate. According to the Chinese 
Academy of Agricultural Science's data, there are 470 million tea consumers in China, 
approximately 31% of the total population. There are around 70,000 tea stores in China but with 
limited size and low brand recognition. The top franchise, such as Zhong Cha, Tian Fu's annual 
income were around 1 billion RMB. Therefore, it was very fragmented when HeyTea entered the 
tea market. 

 

Source: China Statistics Bureau 

 

Technology innovation also played a crucial role in promoting the tea market in China. Tea 
extraction, high-temperature and high-pressure steam technology, cold chain, and aseptic and 
sugar-free methodology collectively made new taste possible. According to 36Kr's survey in 
2019, the demand for tea beverages reached 400 billion RMB, almost 2 times the coffee market in 
China, giving HeyTea the potential to grow even more significantly. 

 

Meanwhile, Chinese customers have developed a sophisticated taste for tea-affiliated 
products such as milk tea and fruit tea since the 1990s. In 1998, Bifengtang（避风塘） built 

its Shanghai headquarter to serve grass jelly milk tea (烧仙草奶茶). The same year, the Taiwan 

milk tea brand Coco was established. In 2005, Xiangpiaopiao (香飘飘）brought the innovative 
powder milk tea to the Chinese market. In 2007, Japanese beverage company Kirin Enterprise 
penetrated China with Afternoon Black Tea (午后红茶). In 2010, the lower-class milk tea brand 

YiDianDian (一点点）opened its first store in Shanghai. Chinese customers' appetite was 
familiar with milk tea, but at the same time, tired of similar taste brought by cheap and artificial 
sweeteners. 
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At the same time, Chinese, especially young people, intend to spend more on physical stores 
and enjoy the environment and shopping experience created by store decoration while they 
socialize with friends. McKinsey's newest report on Chinese customers indicates that even with 
the booming e-commerce in China, customers also made a noticeable shift back to shopping in 
physical stores, and young consumers in tier 1 and 2 cities are leading the trend. Meanwhile, 
consumers continue to blur the boundaries between online and physical channels: 88 percent of 
shoppers now engage with online and offline touchpoints in 2019, rising from 83 percent in 2017. 
HeyTea's approach to combining the offline shopping experience with online gamification 
HeyTea Go met young customers' yearning. 

 

 

Source: McKinsey 2019 Chinese Customer Report 

 

Market Demand: Understand HeyTea's Customers 

 

In its beginnings, HeyTea's price limited its target customers to first-tier cities such as Beijing, 
Guangzhou, Shanghai, and Shenzhen. HeyTea's average price remains from 25 to 36 RMB, 
which is 30% more expensive than other popular milk tea brands such as Yidiandian and Coco. 
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Source: 36Kr 

 

According to 36Kr's survey in 2019, 46% of HeyTea's customers come from the 18-to-28-year-
old range, followed by 42% of the 29-40 age range. Not surprisingly, women take up a majority 
of the customer base. Among them, 39% of customers live in first-tier cities, and 28% live in 
emerging first-tier cities such as Chongqing, Chengdu, and Wuhan. The second tier and third tier 
combined share only make up around 33% of total customers. It's somewhat surprising for the 
annual income division to find 47% of them have a monthly income ranging from 5000 to 9999 
RMB, and the second-largest customer base has an even higher gain, ranging from 10000 to 
14999 RMB per month. More interesting, 92% of HeyTea's customers hold a university, graduate 
school, or junior college degree. 
 

 

Source: 36Kr 
 

There are also heavy internet users largely influenced by trendy products and inclined to 
get information from the internet. 70% of HeyTea's consumers get information from the 
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internet, and 53% of the source information from a short-video platform. The connected social 
circle further implements the ripple effect with 57% recommendation from friends. 

 

 

Source: 36Kr 
 

The obvious user demographics such as first-tier city residence, high-educated, high-income, and 
heavily affected by social media and social networks indicate the shared user demand such as 
healthy, low-fat, low-sugar, and higher quality drinks. 

  

In the product development process, brands need to clarify the most important for establishing a 
long-term and stable brand reputation. Otherwise, the faster expansion will only bring more 
significant problems that can ruin brand reputation due to bad taste. Once customers are 
disappointed, they walk away. A long-term stable brand reputation requires more standardized 
supply chain management and store management ability. Although these are the foundation, 
scientific management can provide more precautions for future food safety and other essential 
matters. A survey conducted by 36Kr reveals that the highest-ranking feature given by customers 
is "tasteful for both food and drink," highlighting that taste characteristics contribute to 
consumers' willingness to pay loyalty to one brand. 
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Source: 36Kr 

 

With the mature tea leaf processing logistics, historical tea drinking culture and fun-seeking Gen 
Z, the Chinese tea market has been waiting for too long to embrace an innovative trend to revive 
the tea market and tea culture. HeyTea has undoubtedly led the 2.0 tea market, and the next level 
of competition will be how to realize and implement the differentiation, diversification, 
innovation and upgrading among new tea beverage brands such as Nayuki and LeleCha. In our 
2nd article on HeyTea, we will introduce the digitalization and marketing approach adopted by 
HeyTea to differentiate itself from other followers. 
 

HeyTea Ecosystem: Beyond a beverage brand but a lifestyle 

HeyTea's Customer Life Cycle Management: Be the brand and your friend  

Understanding HeyTea's customer base only partially demystifies its success, as the 
HeyTea phenomenon was created by successfully leveraging social capital. Because 
HeyTea's target customers are primarily affected by the internet and their social circles, 
HeyTea developed a new approach to managing customer life cycle and attracting young 
customers' eyes, hearts, and more importantly, their money. 

Naming  

If you take a look at the HeyTea menu, you realize it's straightforward to memorize the 
products compared to others. For example, In 2017, HeyTea released a new fruit tea 
called Strawberry Cheezo 芝芝莓莓, a freshly made drink with green tea, strawberries, 
and cheese cap. Instead of naming it "Fresh strawberries cheese green tea", HeyTea made 
it sound cute and easy to remember. HeyTea applied a similar approach to all product 
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lines: King Fone 金凤茶王 （the direct translation is King of Tea), Fruity Boom (满杯水

果), Very Grape (多肉葡萄), etc. HeyTea made each drink name speak its flavor. The 
sensory naming approach contributed to HeyTea's rapid spread and its popularity. 

 

Source: OpenRice from HeyTea in Hong Kong 

Packaging  

For almost every customer who waits for 2-6 hours before they can sip a cup of HeyTea, 
the first thing they will do is take a well-crafted picture and post on their social media. An 
ugly packaging would not let people have an incentive to share. Therefore, HeyTea puts 
much effort into making every detail of its packages speak to its audience in a aesthetic 
social-media friendly manner, always ready-to-be-shared. 
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Source: Sina News 

Most of HeyTea's packaging is transparent so that people can see the various drinks' 
vibrant color. For all the cold beverages, HeyTea puts fresh fruit in the glass to create 
layers of paint. For hot beverages, it uses paper cups to protect customers from the heat. 
HeyTea also used its cup design to create another layer of surprises for customers. 
Couples could get their couple of cups designed with pink tones and the lovely quote, 
"You are my King Fone" (你是我的金凤) or "You are my Yu Lu“ (你是我的玉露). 

 

Source: Weibo 

During the New Year period, customers receive a special edition Chinese New Year cup 
set. Even with the paper bags, no one being aware before, HeyTea made it a blank space 
for creativity and statement. The Christmas limited edition bag carried the funny slogan 
"Come to my cup". The New Year paper bag was made with Chinese iridescent clouds 
and dragon tattoos. 
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For the same tea, customers feel different when they see other packages. The scavenger 
hunt gamification encourages them to pay attention to new product releases or city-based 
limited editions. Gradually, they become loyal fans and help promote HeyTea culture to 
their social circles. If one gets the new package earlier than his or her friends, one will 
post on social media to show off, and the HeyTea achieved its marketing goal. 

Store interior design  

Unlike many brands that stick to one color to create brand recognition, HeyTea enjoys 
bringing a distinct shopping experience with its diverse interior decoration. It localizes 
the color tone with local culture, giving customers endless surprises when visiting each 
store. This makes every visit an aesthetic discovery journey rather than a simple shopping 
experience. 

 

Source: HeyTea Hangzhou 

For instance, the HeyTea stores in Hangzhou's old town bring the traditional Chinese 
colors from Hangzhou embroidery, while the store in Zhengzhou's World Trade Center 
brings overwhelming futurism design elements. Whereas when stepping into a HeyTea 
store in Wuhan, customers will be immensely impressed by its zen and calmness. When 
HeyTea embeds its store in the context of a city, locals appreciate its effort, and a social 
media post by each visitor is worth the effort put in. 
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Source: HeyTea Zhengzhou  

 

Source: HeyTea Wuhan 

Besides color variation, HeyTea also sets different levels of stores for customers to 
experience local cultural diversities. The first HeyTea Pink opened in Shenzhen, where 
the interior decoration is pink, a unique soft tone, particularly suitable for young female. 
There are pink dining chairs, pink bobo pools, pink balloon dogs, and abstract gardens in 
the store. These pink chairs are from the GUISSET series of French designer ZAOZUO, 
the red speakers are from Danish brand Bang & Olufsen, and the spinning chair is from 
the British designer Thomas Heatherwick. 
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Source: HeyTea Shenzhen Pink Store  

The Black Gold store usually shows up in a city centers such as Beijing´s Sanlitun or IFS 
in Shanghai. Such locations are popular choices for office ladies, businessmen, and 
street-fashion KOLs. The Black Gold store incorporates mainly black elements 
supplemented by gold materials, presenting a modern artistic style. The store also 
provides limited black gold tea, for which many customers are willing to wait even 4 
hours. 

 

Source: HeyTea Shanghai Black Gold store  
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HeyTea Lab, different from the other two, creates a more free, young spirited, and 
diverse culture, taking the customers on a completely different customer experience. 

 

Source: HeyTea Lab Store 

HeyTea Ecosystem: Beyond a beverage brand but a lifestyle  

 

Source: Sohu News 

Young customers are impatient and fickle due to the overwhelming product supplies and 
fast internet experience, so HeyTea equips them with even faster and more diverse 
products beyond beverages. With that, HeyTea is trying to tell its audience that HeyTea is 
a lifestyle, rather than a beverage brand. 
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HeyTea is famous for its frequent co-branding campaigns, covering almost all the aspects 
of young customers’ life: makeup, clothes, hats, stereos, bags, umbrellas, phone cases, 
and even condoms. From 2017 to 2020, HeyTea ran the largest number of co-branding 
campaigns among beverage brands with 54 in total, while LeLe Tea followed with 32, 
and Nayuki (奈雪的茶) only had 22. The first co-branding was the joint marketing with 
Guangzhou's W Hotel in June 2017. Since then, it has gone viral after testing the waters. 
It is worthy to notice that HeyTea's co-branding is not only about marketing but includes 
product development. It usually takes months for both companies' R&D to develop a 
harmonious taste combining two different products with local cultures. In Beijing, 
HeyTea runs cooperations with household Beijing hotpot brand Dong Lai Shun to add 
sesame sauce to its bread in celebration of Bejing's hotpot culture. If you are a Beijinger, 
it's difficult to resist the temptation to buy one of those products in support of Beijing 
culture and an expression of local pride. 

 

Source: HeyTea WeChat Account  

The co-branding activities help expand HeyTea's product lines since Chinese tea is often 
limited to green tea, Oolong, or King Fone. Customers, bored of the same old flavors, are 
eager to try new, quality products. By adding new flavors on both products and 
marketing, HeyTea relies on its co-branding marketing philosophy which is 1+1 > 2. 

HeyTea's digitalization: HeyTea Go  

It is hard to imagine that HeyTea regards itself as an internet company even though its 
primary business is rooted in offline stores. The secret lies in its mini-programs and app 
HeyTea GO. HeyTea's CTO Peilin Chen found back in 2017 that many young people like 
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checking their phones while waiting for their teas in stores. Chen then led the project to 
create the digital space for customers to order, track, and engage with HeyTea. 

There was natural traffic from day one, and DAU began to grow naturally. Next, Chen 
began to promote the QR code at every store entrance. The slogan itself was tempting: 
"You don’t need to wait." Many users began to onboard, with 4 million users in total 
reached within 6 months, the repurchase rate increasing by 300%, and the DAU reaching 
170k. According to HeyTea's internal data, 70% of WeChat Pay users choose Mini 
Programs to place orders, and stores also enjoy an average growth rate of 6% from the 
previous month. HeyTea GO is now ranked among WeChat's Top 100 Mini Program in 
terms of traffic. The collective data indicates that it is HeyTea GO that has made Heytea's 
digital transformation. 

 

Source Ireneyi.me 

HeyTea's next step was to build a membership system based on HeyTea GO once the 
online platform collected enough traffic. HeyTea's membership system underwent three 
phases: The first one was a physical membership card, just like the Starbucks 
membership card. Members could show their cards when they make purchases, but Chen 
quickly found it was inefficient and inconvenient. HeyTea promptly shifted to the second 
stage that customers would automatically register when they finished their purchases. If 
one made orders, their order amount would exchange for membership points for birthday 
gifts or other benefits. Then, HeyTea entered the third stage when point membership 
turned them into annual paid membership that starts from 179 RMB per year to get 
coupons and can be upgraded if customers reach a certain purchase amount. HeyTea 
gamified every aspect of its membership system. HeyTea named its membership system 
HeyTea universes. Each member represents a residence in this little universe. Copied the 
experience from Glory of King (王者荣耀), it also gamified the membership ecosystem 
to engage young customers further: There are 6 levels from Silver, Gold, Platinum, 
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Diamond, Black Gold, Black Diamond. Each level indicates different benefits such as 
fast pass or buy-one-get-one-free. HeyTea also provides birthday gifts and dual credit to 
encourage premium membership. 

 

Source: Marketing Pie 

HeyTea now has 500+ stores in the world, most of them in mainland China. For the 
highest grossing ones, the daily cash flow is 100k RMB (~15k USD), with average daily 
selling of 3000 cups at 30 RMB per cup. To grow from 1 store to 500 stores, it took 
HeyTea only 8 years. By comparison, Starbucks entered China 20 years ago and 
currently owns 4300 stores in China. HeyTea always surprises customers with its 
innovation. Since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic in Wuhan end of January, 
HeyTea has implemented a no-touch delivery service, for instance. By March, 436 stores 
out of ~500 stores had adopted the method. It also acted quickly to collaborate with 
Meituan's delivery service to cover deliveries in 10 km distance. To decrease friction in-
store, HeyTea places boxes in stores where customers can use its order code to open 
boxes and help themselves. 
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Source: 36Kr 

To compensate for the lack of physical shopping experience in the HeyTea store, HeyTea 
sets its official Douyin account to use social media and a short video to maintain further 
daily active users such as the "draw your HeyTea" hashtag campaign. One single post 
reached 1.7 million likes and became the most popular hashtag afterwards. 

 

Source: HeyTea Douyin Account  

HeyTea leverages the traditional store to deliver brand styles and relies on the internet to 
discover, create, and meet customers' demands quickly. The success of HeyTea sheds a 
light on the larger O2O movement, combining digital and offline experiences. It provides 
inspiration for both, traditional retail brands willing to use online tools to engage young 
customers, and for internet companies willing to engage in offline retail to create new 
shopping experiences. 

To summarize, HeyTea's secret weapon are mainly four points: 
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The product is still the king: The solid product development ability leads to long-term 
and stable brand reputation and customer support  

From the first ACE product, cheese cap tea, to the fruit tea later and current trendy 
soybean milk tea and brown sugar babo tea, HeyTea's product development ability is 
solid and sustainable. Therefore, it can support the quick expansion speed while secure an 
excellent customer reputation. The R&D ability solely separates HeyTea from its 
imitators and followers. 

Marketing that speaks to the audience  

HeyTea breaks the physical barriers that used to separate online and offline marketing 
approaches. HeyTea's marketing speaks to its target audience. Take a look at its WeChat 
account: one can find its content is beyond the product shelf but a "HeyTea universe" on 
fashion trends, food choice, and lifestyle where it attracts HeyTea residences. 

Turn every aspect into brand culture and recognition 

The paper bag, cup sets, store interior decoration, and mini-program HeyTea Go, they all 
talk about HeyTea culture. While many traditional retail brands waste much money on 
digital marketing or elevator ads, HeyTea turns every aspect into branding recognition 
building. With its unique color code and font, HeyTea organically engages its audience. 

Data-driven system to pinpoint the customer profile  

The most crucial reason for HeyTea's valuation given by Sequoia and Tencent lies in its 
data-centricity. Early on, HeyTea recognized the value of data and started to build the 
full-cycle data management system to better profile target customers and serve better 
products with a strong product development team. Combined with a mature supply chain, 
HeyTea never misses to deliver products and campaigns that trigger high demand. 
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Looking ahead 

 

All predictions for the year behind us obviously turned out wrong, largely due to Covid-19. It is 
certain to say that Covid-19 will still be around for another few months, if not the whole 2021. 
So, is it even possible to make any meaningful forward-looking statements about 2021?  

 

We believe it is for sure that Digital China will continue its advance into almost all verticals, 
accelerated by Covid-19. Our confidence is supported by mid-term policy outlines. Indeed, the 
14th Five Year Plan (2021-2025) draft, laid out by the Central Committee, emphasized three 
technology focus areas. First, New Infrastructure (e.g., 5G networks, data centers, artificial 
intelligence, industrial Internet, Internet of Things, etc.) is seen crucial by the government. As a 
result, local governments will invest tremendously on building digital governance layers and 
provide more chances for private sector companies to grow in these areas. Second, emerging 
demand from Gen Z, elderly, and single consumer groups is set to push e-commerce consumption 
and accelerate the tie-up between online and offline. Third, new applications of technology, 
which built on fundamental R&D and deep tech investments, are set to benefit more B2B 
enterprises.  

 

With the strong support from a policy point of view, we believe there will be tremendous growth 
opportunities for SOEs and private-sector companies alike as they seek new frontiers of growth. 
For 2021, we believe: 

 

 Big Tech will continue growing its outsize role in society but might face tougher 
regulation. 
 

 Major next-generation companies are lining up for a potential IPO such as ByteDance 
and Ant Group for a second trial, in Greater China and overseas. 
 

 The hottest trends of 2020 - such as the community-based group-buying with key 
competitors such as Xingsheng Youxian, TongCheng Life, Duoduo Maicai - will 
continue to attract large investments while creating new unicorns. 
 

 New exciting businesses are set to emerge in areas yet unknown to us but possibly in the 
B2B and Cloud space. 
 

 On the international stage, we are certain that TikTok as well as Genshin Impact will 
continue their success. With the global recovery from Covid-19 ongoing and lifting travel 
bans, we expect other businesses to revive their overseas business exploration efforts. We 
are sure that the interest in China is set to reach new highs as well.  
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We invite you to visit our website for frequent updates 
(Web: www.chinatechblog.org), follow our LinkedIn for 
even more frequent updates (Linkedin: china-tech-blog) 
or get in touch with us via email (Mail: 
info@chinatechblog.org) for more detailed discussions. 

 

Happy New Year! 

 

Caroline Lai 
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